Certification Standards
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Scope
This document identifies and establishes minimum levels of functional capability expected of members
of Grand County Search and Rescue. Two levels of certification are addressed. The minimum level is
"Basic". The more advanced level is "Intermediate". An "Advanced" level will be added at a later date
to establish qualifications for special teams such as Swiftwater Rescue and Technical Rescue.

Purpose
The purpose of this document shall be to give direction to the training program and to outline specific
knowledge and practical skills expected of members of Grand County Search and Rescue.

References
This document is loosely based on "Standards for SAR TECH III, II, I and Crewleader III", published in
1998 by the National Association for Search and Rescue. The NASAR certification standards have been
modified to more adequately meet the requirements and responsibilities of Grand County Search and
Rescue. Where applicable, elements of NFPA 1670 and FEMA guidelines have also been referenced.
Page references in this document are to NASAR's "Fundamentals of Search and Rescue", 2005 Edition,
except where otherwise noted by page numbers marked with an asterisk.
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Organizational Basics
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Describe what the organization expects of its members regarding:
A. Physical and mental fitness
B. Notification of any physical or psychological limitations
C. Participation in training and special events
D. Participation in incidents
A. Physical and mental fitness: GCSAR expects members to maintain fitness levels that enable
them to perform assigned tasks within the scope of their abilities and skills. If you do not feel
that you are able to perform a task (such as a strenuous hike or carrying a heavy backpack or
load) please advise the person who made the assignment. If personal or family problems will
affect your attitude to the point of not being able to adequately perform your job at an incident,
please do not respond. Do not respond if you have consumed alcohol or medications.
B. Notification of any physical or psychological limitations: On applying for membership with
GCSAR, prospective members must notify the commander of any physical or psychological
limitations or illnesses. Members are expected to be aware of their own limitations. Physical
limitations could include (but are not limited to) bad knees, heart problems, diabetes, etc.
Psychological limitations could include (but are not limited to) fear of heights, inability to deal
with excessive blood or other injuries we might encounter in a rescue, etc.
C. Participation in training and special events: Members are required to participate in a
minimum of 50% of trainings and 33% of community service projects.
D. Participation in incidents: Members are required to respond to at least 20% of paged
incidents.
2. Describe the general organization of GCSAR and its relationship to the Sheriff's Office including:
A. How GCSAR is dispatched and by whom
B. Chain of Command
C. The role of deputies in the Chain of Command
A. How GCSAR is dispatched and by whom: GCSAR is dispatched via a radio paging system by
the Grand County Sheriff's Office dispatch center. This is most often done at the request of a
deputy. When a full response is not necessary, the deputy may ask the GCSAR Officer in Charge
(OIC) to deploy a few members for a specific task that may or may not be paged.
B. Chain of Command: GCSAR utilizes the Incident Command System on all incidents. Within
GCSAR, there is a designated OIC at ALL times. The OIC may appoint an Operations Chief to
oversee on-scene actions at any incident. All SAR operations are assigned or approved by the
OIC before being undertaken.
C. The role of deputies in the Chain of Command: GCSAR works under the direction of the
deputy assigned to the incident. The deputy is most often the Incident Commander. Requests
for certain resources (rescue helicopters, mutual aid, etc.) usually need to go through the deputy.
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3. Describe how and when GCSAR might interact with agencies such as:
A. Moab City Police Department
B. Moab Valley Fire District
C. Grand County Emergency Medical Service
D. Bureau of Land Management
E. National Park Service
F. United States Forest Service
G . Other counties
A. Moab City Police Department: GCSAR interacts with the police department on several
occasions each year, such as on searches for missing children within the city limits, traffic control
for various community events, evacuations, etc. They request our assistance when they need it.
B. Moab Valley Fire District: GCSAR may be asked to provide support (delivering drinking
water, etc) for the fire department on large fires. The fire dept. also assists GCSAR in rescues
near the area of the Power Dam and on incidents requiring divers.
C. Grand County Emergency Medical Service: A high percentage of GCSAR's incidents are
"ambulance assists," where we transport or guide the medical personnel to injured subjects, and
transport them back out.
D. Bureau of Land Management: Many of our incidents occur on land administered by the
Bureau of Land Management. BLM Rangers often respond in a law-enforcement capacity or to
assist GCSAR with the rescue. We also sometimes request assistance from the BLM contract
helicopter when it is here during the summer.
E. National Park Service: GCSAR often trains jointly with the National Park Service, mainly in
technical rescue. We respond to the parks when requested to assist with searches or litter
carryouts and we often call on local park service personnel to assist with our incidents. Incidents
within the local parks are under the command of park personnel.
F. United States Forest Service: GCSAR might interact with the forest service on any calls
occurring on USFS lands, such as in the La Sal Mountains. We work closely with forest service
avalanche forecasters throughout each winter season.
G . Other counties: GCSAR could be asked to assist other counties with their incidents, or we
might request assistance from other counties on our incidents. We most often work with
counties immediately bordering Grand County on incidents near those borders or when we can
reach an incident much faster than personnel from the neighboring county (mainly San Juan
County).
4. Describe the role of GCSAR in disaster relief and large multi-agency incidents.
In such incidents, GCSAR would work under the direction of the Sheriff who would be part of a
Unified Command. We could be asked to perform any number of functions such as: logistical
assistance delivering supplies, evacuations or running evacuation centers, assisting with
searches, traffic control, rescues, and more.
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5. Define:
A. L.A.S.T.
B. Search
C. Rescue
D. Ambulance Assist
E. Community Service
A. L.A.S.T.: This stands for Locate, Access, Stabilize, Transport. In any rescue, the subject must
first be located. Then rescuers must access the subject. Once accessed, the subject must be
stabilized either physically or medically before being transported.
B. Search: An incident that involves locating lost or overdue subjects.
C. Rescue: An incident that involves removing a subject from a hazardous location or
environment.
D. Ambulance Assist: An incident in which GCSAR assists ambulance personnel in accessing and
transporting an injured subject.
E. Community Service: GCSAR is often asked to provide traffic control, parking assistance, or
logistical support at various community events.
6. Demonstrate knowledge of what should and should not be said to rescue subjects, their relatives,
and bystanders regarding the Grand County law requiring charging for rescue services.
Despite the fact that GCSAR is required to charge for services, members should not estimate
amounts or even answer any questions concerning billing. Members may say that there is a
county ordinance requiring that we bill for services and that subjects may receive an invoice.
Refer them to the OIC if they insist on more information regarding billing.
7. Demonstrate knowledge of ethical considerations and protocol regarding:
A. Behavior at incidents
B. Dealing with families
C. Dealing with the media
D. Confidentiality (including friends or family, social media, etc)
A. Behavior at incidents: Rescues and searches are serious incidents. We may do this often and
rescues may become routine to us, but the incident is most likely a once-in-a-lifetime experience
and can be extremely traumatic for those whom we assist. On-scene behavior and radio traffic
should reflect the seriousness of the incident. Attitudes and actions should be professional. The
accident site is no place for laughter or jokes unless specifically designed to relieve the subject's
stress. Interaction with bystanders should be kept to a minimum unless we need information or
assistance.
B. Dealing with families: An incident can often be more traumatic for family members than for
the subject. Be respectful of their feelings and requests, but refer them to the OIC or deputy for
any information. Do not volunteer information about the subject's condition.
C. Dealing with the media: ALL requests for information from the media MUST be referred to
the OIC who will refer the request to a deputy or designated Public Information Officer. The OIC
will know where to refer the media. Under no circumstances should any other member volunteer
information to anyone from the media.
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D. Confidentiality (including friends or family, social media, etc): Specific details of GCSAR
incidents should not be shared with friends or family. NO information regarding any incident can
be posted to Facebook or any other social media site. Doing so is grounds for immediate
dismissal.
8. Demonstrate knowledge of when time cards are due and how they should be filled out.
Time cards are due, on average, every other Sunday. They are to be turned in at the EOC by 6
p.m. unless otherwise specified. Times and mileages listed must agree with those on the incident
report or an explanation attached if there is a discrepancy.
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Legal, Liability, and Insurance Issues
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Describe the precautions to be taken when travelling to and from an incident.
When members respond to incidents, they are required to obey ALL traffic laws, including speed
limit and seat belt laws. This applies whether they are driving a county vehicle or a personal
vehicle. Under certain circumstances, members could face civil and criminal charges if involved
in an accident while responding to an incident. Traffic violations fall under the Utah Criminal
Code and members can be cited for any traffic violations.
2. Describe personal protective equipment to be used at incidents.
Personal protective equipment varies with the type of incident and circumstances. Since many
incidents are in the backcountry, helmets and work gloves may be required, in addition to proper
clothing and footwear. Helicopter operations require ear and eye protection. Boat operations
obviously require personal flotation devices, but may also require ear protection, especially on
the jet boat. Helmets must be worn on all UTV's and snowmobiles. If a member will come into
physical contact with an injured subject, standard Body Substance Isolation (BSI) precautions will
be implemented.
3. Describe the protection provided to GCSAR by county liability insurance, including when it applies.
Members of GCSAR are covered under the county's liability insurance during incidents or
training. This insurance protects SAR members from lawsuits or claims arising from the normal
performance of their duties. According to Grand County's attorneys, SAR members are immune
from liability under the Utah Governmental Immunity Act because SAR operates in response to a
governmental public duty to provide search and rescue services. The possibility could arise
where an individual SAR member is named in a lawsuit. However, that SAR member should be
dismissed from any lawsuit in accordance with the Utah Governmental Immunity Act. Only the
county, as the SAR member's employer, should be named in a lawsuit. However, immunity laws
may not cover a member or the county when gross negligence is involved.
4. Describe procedures to take if an injury occurs to a GCSAR member at an incident or training.
Any injury at an incident or training must be immediately reported to the OIC, who will contact
the county's Insurance Coordinator. Within 24 hours, the SAR member will be required to
complete the Worker's Compensation Reporting Worksheet and the Employee Written
Statement. If the injury requires medical attention, the OIC or a SAR officer must accompany the
injured person to a physician or to the emergency room at Moab Regional Hospital. All county
employees involved in an accident and/or workplace injury resulting in a fatality, damage to
property, or an employee seeking medical attention are required to complete a post-accident
drug test within 8 hours of the accident or injury.
5. Explain the Good Samaritan Act and when it applies to GCSAR members. (pg. 39)
The Good Samaritan Act provides that a person who, gratuitously and in good faith, renders care
at an accident or emergency is not liable for any civil damages or penalties as a result of any act
or omission by the person rendering the emergency care, unless the person is grossly negligent or
caused the emergency. This act applies to off-duty SAR members just as it would apply to any
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private citizen. However, a SAR member who stops to help in an emergency while not on duty
may be held to a somewhat higher standard of care because of additional training. Do not act
outside the scope of your training, on or off duty. In the event that the emergency turned into a
SAR response, liability would shift from no liability under the Good Samaritan Act to liability for
the county. However, barring gross negligence, there would likely be no liability for the county.
6. Explain Duty to Act and when it applies to GCSAR members. (pg. 36)
Duty to Act refers to an individual's responsibility to provide care or services. There is no duty to
act when not on call or not responding to an incident since members of GCSAR are not required
to respond to all SAR incidents. However, once you have indicated you are responding, you have
a legal duty to continue unless released by the OIC. (Note: If, while not on duty, you happen
upon someone who needs assistance and you have identified yourself as a member of GCSAR,
either verbally or by wearing the GCSAR logo, you may have created a Duty to Act.)
7. Explain HIPAA and what it means for GCSAR and its members. (pg. 40)
HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. It is a privacy standard to
protect patients' medical records and other health information provided to health plans, doctors,
hospitals and other health care providers such as GCSAR personnel. As required by law, GCSAR
has developed a "Notice of Privacy Practices" which outlines how we may use and/or share a
patient's health information. We are required by HIPAA to maintain the privacy of a subject's
health information. Basically, we may only share that information with other health care
providers such as Grand County EMT's who take over treatment or with certain parties to obtain
payment for services. What this means for GCSAR members is that a patient's health
information cannot be shared with anyone outside the immediate responders or medical control.
8. Describe the legal procedure for obtaining permission to examine or treat a rescue subject. (pg. 37)
The initiation of care for conscious, mentally competent adults requires consent. If an adult is
alert and oriented, that person has the right to refuse care and cannot be treated against his or
her will. Treating a patient without obtaining consent may be grounds for charges of assault
and/or battery. Before initiating treatment, identify yourself and ask for permission to examine
or treat the subject. In most situations, consent from a parent or legal guardian is required for
the treatment of a minor.
9. Explain Implied Consent. (pg. 37)
Implied Consent applies anytime a person is physically unable to express consent. When a
person is injured and unable to give expressed consent to be treated, or if a life-threatening
situation exists, the law assumes the person would grant permission for treatment or transport.
Parental consent is required for minors if the parents are present.
10. Define the following terms and their relevance to SAR operations:
A. Standard of Care (pg. 35)
B. Engendered Reliance (pg. 36)
C. Negligence (pg. 37)
D. Abandonment (pg. 37)
E. Documentation (pg. 38)
F. Confidentiality (pg. 39)
A. Standard of Care: Standard of Care is defined as: "how a reasonably prudent person with
similar training and experience would act under similar circumstances, with similar equipment,
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and in the same place." Basically, Standard of Care is interpreted to mean that you are
expected to perform up to the level of your training and similarly to how other SAR personnel
with similar training would perform in the same situation. The GCSAR Certification Standards
define our Standard of Care. Presently, there are no national standards for SAR personnel, but
according to Grand County's attorneys, we could be held to the NASAR standards since we have
knowledge of them.
B. Engendered Reliance: This refers to the expectations the public has about the services
provided by SAR. When the public and those we rescue assume that we will provide a certain
level of service, it is called engendered reliance. As long as the expectations match our
capabilities, there is no problem. Problems can arise when the public assumes (perhaps based on
the capabilities of one or two members) that we will provide a higher level of service than we are
capable of providing. These Certification Standards provide written documentation of the level
of our capabilities and the expectations we have of our members.
C. Negligence: This refers to the failure to provide the same care that someone with similar
training and in a similar situation would provide. For negligence to exist, there must be a duty to
act, a breach of that duty, and damages to the subject which are caused by the rescuer's actions
or inactions.
D. Abandonment: This is the unilateral termination of care, once any contact is made, without
the patient's consent and without making any provisions for continuing care. Once providers
have initiated care, they have a duty to continue that care until someone of equal or higher
competence assumes responsibility. Abandonment can result in both civil and criminal actions
against SAR personnel.
E. Documentation: Courts in the United States consider that an action or procedure that was
not documented was not performed. They also consider incomplete, messy, or poorly written
reports as evidence of incomplete or unprofessional care. Keeping complete and accurate
records is an important safeguard against legal complications. You may be asked by the OIC to
provide written documentation of your actions on an incident.
F. Confidentiality: Communications between rescuers and a patient, especially if medical care
has been rendered, are considered confidential, subject to HIPAA, and cannot be disclosed
without the expressed permission of the subject. All incident-related information and/or images
should also be kept confidential. Even if the law does not require it, professionalism does.
11. Describe the legal procedures to consider when entering private property on an incident. (pg. 41)
Before travelling onto private property, it is always advisable to obtain permission from the
property owner. Failure to obtain permission to enter posted private property can result in
trespassing charges. Under most circumstances, SAR personnel have no more right to trespass
than anyone else. If a landowner asks searchers to leave, even if the property is not posted,
searchers must honor the request.
12. Identify the procedures to follow if you encounter evidence at an incident site associated with a
fatality or possible criminal act. (pg. 41, 235)
SAR personnel arriving first on such a scene have a responsibility to secure the area and prevent
contamination or modification of the evidence. Evidence should not be handled. After the
scene is secured, it must not be vacated for any purpose until you are relieved.
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13. Explain how the Utah Workers' Compensation Act applies to SAR.
For the purposes of the Utah Workers' Compensation Act (UWCA), a SAR team member is
considered an employee of the county when acting as a certified member of the SAR team. In
the event the SAR team member suffers an injury or occupational disease resulting from SAR
services, the UWCA covers medical expenses and sets wage benefits if the SAR member is unable
to return to his regular job. Those wage benefits are set at a level equal to the weekly wage of an
entry-level deputy sheriff employed by the supervising county sheriff at the time of the accident
or occupational disease.
14. Explain how the Utah Search and Rescue Financial Assistance Program benefits the state's SAR
teams.
Funds collected under the Utah SAR Financial Assistance Program are distributed to SAR teams
across the state to reimburse them for certain incident-related expenses, equipment, and
training. Personal equipment lost or damaged during a SAR mission may also be covered under
this program. Depending on individual county policy, the member may be required to purchase
the replacement equipment and then supply a receipt to qualify for reimbursement.
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Personal Readiness & Survival
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. List and prioritize the necessities of life. (pg. 58)
Priority #1: Positive Mental Attitude or Will to Live - What affects a person physically also affects
a person mentally, and vice versa. Knowledge and skills are important to maintaining a positive
attitude.
Priority #2: Air/oxygen - Survival time without it is measured in minutes.
Priority #3: Shelter/Clothing - This can be anything that helps keep you warm or cool, depending
on seasonal requirements.
Priority #4: Rest - In addition to the physical and mental benefits, rest also provides time for
analysis of the situation.
Priority #5: Water - Water is essential for body temperature regulation, waste elimination, and
digestion of food.
Priority #6: Food - We can survive for weeks without food. Since most survival situations are
short-lived, food should be last on the list of priorities.
2. Describe the basic water, food, and chemical needs of the human body. (pg. 45)
As stated in the previous question, water is much more important to survival than food. We can
survive a relatively long period of time without food. Food tends to be more important in colder
conditions where additional calories are needed to maintain body heat. Water alone cannot
meet the chemical needs of the human body during periods of heavy activity, when excessive
amounts of salt are lost through perspiration. At such times, sports drinks or salty snacks can
provide the necessary electrolytes which can prevent hyponatremia, a metabolic condition in
which there is not enough sodium in the body fluids. Replacing only the lost water can lead to
sodium imbalance (hyponatremia), which can be as harmful as dehydration.
3. Describe 4 components of physical fitness important to SAR responders. (pg. 51)
1. Cardiorespiratory Endurance: The ability of the circulatory and respiratory systems to supply
oxygen to skeletal muscles during sustained physical activity. Exercise makes these systems
more efficient by enlarging the heart muscle, enabling more blood to be pumped with each
stroke, which increases the blood supply to working muscles. Exercise improves the respiratory
system by increasing the amount of oxygen that is inhaled and distributed to body tissues.
2. Muscular Strength: Strength is a measure of how much force a muscle can exert.
3. Muscular Endurance: Endurance is the ability of a muscle to sustain repeated contractions or
to continue applying force against an object.
4. Flexibility: The ability to move joints and use muscles through their full range of motion.
4. Describe how the body loses heat by:
A. Radiation (pg. 47)
B. Conduction (pg. 47)
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C. Convection (pg. 48)
D. Evaporation (pg. 48)
E. Respiration (pg. 49)
A. Radiation: Heat transferred from your body to the surrounding air. Since the laws of
thermodynamics state that heat flows from a hot object to a cold object, uncovered areas of
your body will lose heat to the air whenever the air is colder than your body temperature. The
more you exert yourself in colder temperatures, the faster the heat loss will be through radiation
from any bare skin since those same laws of thermodynamics state that the greater the
temperature difference, the faster the heat is transferred.
B. Conduction: Heat transferred from your body to anything with which it makes physical
contact. You can minimize conductive heat loss by placing an insulating layer between yourself
and the cold surface.
C. Convection: Heat transferred from your body through the fluid movement of air (i.e. wind) or
water. Free-moving air next to the body absorbs heat. Even if there is no wind, this air expands
and rises allowing new cooler air to move in and replace the warmed air. Convective heat loss
also occurs in water as water flows past the body.
D. Evaporation: Heat transferred through the evaporation of perspiration.
E. Respiration: Heat transferred through respiration is, essentially, evaporative heat loss. It can
be minimized by breathing through some type of insulating layer.
5. List at least 3 ways that clothing construction, design or fit can affect heat transfer. (pg. 92)
Clothing can be designed to control the movement of air and moisture. Since air is a good
insulator, clothing can be designed to trap air. Convective and evaporative heat loss can be
minimized through the use of materials that do not allow the passage of air. Conductive heat
loss can be minimized through the use of materials that do not absorb water or that transfer
perspiration away from the body. As for fit, tight and constrictive clothing (such as elastic wrist
or ankle bands) can impede the flow of blood that warms the extremities.
6. Describe the function of the following clothing layers:
A. Underwear or Wicking Layer (pg. 94-95)
B. Clothing Layer (pg. 95)
C. Insulation Layer (pg. 96)
D. Shell Layer (pg. 96)
A. Underwear or wicking layer: While this layer provides some insulation, its primary function is
to control moisture. The wicking layer is designed to pull moisture away from the skin toward
the outer layers where it can evaporate.
B. Clothing layer: This is the layer worn just outside the wicking layer. It is designed to provide
some insulation and to absorb moisture from the layer beneath. It includes shirt, pants, etc., and
should fit comfortably, not be too tight, and dry quickly.
C. Insulation layer: The function of the insulation layer is to trap air between the layers.
Material thickness usually equates to insulation value and warmth.
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D. Shell layer: The function of this layer is mainly to provide protection from wind, rain and
snow. The main types of shells are either waterproof, water-repellent, water resistant, or
waterproof/breathable.
7. Describe general advantages and disadvantages of the following materials used in outdoor
clothing:
A. Cotton (pg. 87)
B. Wool (pg. 88)
C. Silk (pg. 88)
D. Nylon (pg. 89)
E. Polypropylene/Polypro Blends (pg. 90)
F. Polyester (pg. 91)
G. Down vs. Synthetic Insulation (i.e. Primaloft, Thinsulate, etc.) (pg 89-91)
A. Cotton: In warm weather, cotton provides evaporative cooling and sun protection. However,
its insulation value drops to virtually nothing when wet , making it a dangerous choice for winter.
B. Wool: Wool is a good insulator, even when wet. It can, however, absorb a lot of moisture
making it fairly heavy. The loose weave of many woolen fabrics does little to protect from wind.
C. Silk: Silk's hollow fibers absorb and transport moisture away from the skin, making it a good
insulator and useful as an underwear layer. However, silk can be easily damaged by excessive
heat, sunlight and perspiration.
D. Nylon: Nylon is a lightweight, relatively strong material with excellent abrasion resistance.
Cordura is a heavier nylon that is used in packs and boots. A disadvantage is that nylon absorbs
and holds perspiration and body oils.
E. Polypropylene/Polypro blends: Polypropylene is lightweight and has very high insulation
properties, as well as excellent wicking properties. It cannot absorb much moisture and dries
very quickly, making it an excellent choice for the base/underwear layer. However,
polypropylene can be damaged in relatively low heat and retains body odor. Many of the newer
Polypro blends (Capilene, Terelene, etc) have retained polypropylene's good qualities while
minimizing the bad.
F. Polyester: Polyester fibers are softer and lighter than other synthetic fibers. The fibers are
hollow, do not absorb moisture, but are poor at wicking moisture. Polyester is widely used as
insulation in coats and sleeping bags.
G. Down vs. Synthetic Insulation: Down is lightweight, highly compressible, and has high
insulating properties when dry. However, it readily absorbs moisture and loses most of its value
as an insulator when wet. Synthetic materials have similar insulating properties and weight, but
do not absorb moisture. Synthetic materials retain their insulating properties when wet.
8. Explain how to recognize and manage Cold Stress and Heat Stress.
When a SAR worker is uncomfortably stressed by environmental conditions, several symptoms
can appear. Common symptoms to each include a desire to rush the job, poor judgment,
irrational or confused behavior, fatigue, drowsiness, or loss of coordination. Headaches and
slurred speech can also be symptoms. The best ways to manage cold stress or heat stress
include wearing seasonally appropriate clothing, taking breaks to maintain normal body
temperature, and staying hydrated. Failure to recognize and treat either cold stress or heat
stress can jeopardize the mission and even lead to more serious health issues.
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9. Identify the "Ten Essentials."
The original Ten Essentials list was identified in the 1930s by The Mountaineers, an organization
for climbers and outdoor adventurers. The list has evolved over time from a list of individual
items to a list of functional systems. You may never appreciate the value of the Ten Essentials
list until you really need one of the essentials. The Ten Essentials are:
1. Navigation (map/compass/GPS)
2. Sun protection
3. Insulation (extra clothing)
4. Illumination (at least 2 sources and extra batteries)
5. First-aid supplies
6. Fire starting source
7. Tools (knife, multitool, repair kit)
8. Nutrition (extra food)
9. Hydration (adequate water)
10. Emergency Shelter
An 11th Essential has been added in the Utah State Standards: Communication.
10. Possess a Ready Pack meeting the GCSAR guidelines for Ready Pack contents.
See Appendix A
11. Construct a shelter and build a fire using contents of the Ready Pack
Skill-based
12. List at least 3 methods of water purification. (pg. 81-82)
In addition to clarification by filtering, questionable water can be purified by several methods.
1. Boiling: Boiling water will purify it (except at very high altitudes where the water boils at a
lower temperature).
2. Iodine: Two percent tincture of iodine can purify water by adding 4 drops to each quart of
clear water (8 drops per quart of cloudy water).
3. Bleach: Add 2 drops of commercial bleach to each quart of clear water, stir, and let stand for
30 minutes.
4. Water purification tablets
5. Commercial, back-packable water purifiers
13. Describe some considerations in personal waste disposal. (pg. 82)
A small hole, called a cat-hole, is an acceptable method of disposing of human waste in most
backcountry areas. A cat-hole is efficient because the top layer of soil in most areas contains
microorganisms that decompose the remains of plants and animals. The bacteria essential for
decay are only found in the top layer of soil. A cat-hole should be at least 200 feet from any
water source and in a location that is not likely to be visited by others. Another option: Pack it
In, Pack it Out.
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14. Explain the survival situation plan outlined in the acronym STOP. (pg. 62)
S = Stay/Stop. Stop at the first sign of trouble. Rushing around may generate confusion.
Stopping to think about the situation helps reduce anxiety and panic.
T = Think. Think about what your correct actions should be. Analyze the weather, terrain and
available resources.
O = Observe. Size-up the situation. Look around for immediate threatening hazards and survival
resources.
P = Plan. Plan your best course of action before acting. Be deliberate and practical.
15. Define Positive Mental Attitude and its relationship to survival. (pg. 58)
A vital survival priority is a mental attitude that is positive in nature and appropriate in its
perspective regarding the current situation. This attitude is often the result of an extensive
background in the knowledge and skills necessary to survive in a hostile environment. What
affects a person physically also affects a person mentally, and vice versa. The simple realization
of this fact can have a tremendous impact on anyone's ability to cope with stressful
environments. If all other survival priorities have been met but an individual lacks the proper
mental attitude to cope with the situation, survival can be jeopardized.
16. Describe the 4 aspects of the initial response to a life-threatening situation. (pg. 60)
1. Alarm: Anxiety appears as a natural reaction to any life-threatening situation. If allowed to
progress unregulated, anxiety can lead to debilitating fear.
2. Reaction: In the reaction stage, muscles can tighten, adrenaline starts to flow, and the heart
rate increases. Survival training and outdoor experience will help turn reaction into a natural
and positive response to the situation.
3. Response: The best way to manage this aspect is to take a methodical approach to the
problem, using precise actions and procedures learned through training and experience.
4. Rest: In this aspect of your response, you may experience an abrupt emotional letdown after
what has probably been a high-energy output. This will come eventually, whether wanted or
not.
17. List at least 5 ways to control fear in yourself and in others. (pg. 61)
In yourself:
1. React to the problem at hand rather than to your emotions.
2. Take logical, positive actions learned through your training and experience.
3. Develop self confidence by continually expanding your comfort zone.
4. Be prepared (through training) and properly equipped.
5. Relax and stay calm.
6. Gather as much information about your situation as possible.
In others:
1. Remain calm.
2. Demonstrate a positive attitude.
3. Do not negatively criticize others.
4. Involve them in simple tasks.
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5. Comfort others without encouraging them to feel sorry for themselves.
6. Accept a person's limitations and respect their feelings.
18. List 5 situations which could be encountered on SAR missions that may lead to a survival
situation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stranded by a helicopter or another mode of transport
Physical injury (a good reason to work in teams)
Weather (lightning/flooding)
Wildlife encounters
Nightfall

19. Describe at least 5 types of dangerous weather phenomena or environmental conditions that
might be encountered on a SAR mission and how to deal with each.
1. Lightning: Seek proper shelter or minimize your contact with the ground.
2. Flooding: Stay informed about weather conditions farther up the canyon and seek high
ground when necessary.
3. Heat: Have the proper clothing. Seek shelter from the sun. Carry water.
4. Cold: Have the proper clothing and fire starting materials in your pack.
5. Nightfall: Have multiple artificial light sources, proper clothing and shelter.
20. Describe Personal Protective Equipment to be worn in the following applications:
A. Driving a snowmobile
B. Driving a 4-wheeler or 6-wheeler
C. Driving a UTV
D. Backcountry Litter Carryout
E. Trailering any of our vehicles
F. Technical Rescue
G. Boat Operations
H. Swiftwater Rescue
I. Helicopter Operations
J. Winter Operations
In all of the above, adequate clothing, footwear, etc., for the job and/or season is assumed.
Snowmobile: Full-face helmet
4/6-wheeler: Helmet, eye protection
UTV: Helmet, eye protection
Litter Carryout: Helmet (depending on terrain)
Technical rescue: Helmet, gloves
Boat Ops: PFD
Swiftwater Rescue: PFD, Helmet, Gloves
Helicopter Ops: Eye and ear protection, helmet
Winter Ops: Beacon, shovel, probe pole
21. Explain Body Substance Isolation and identify ways to protect yourself from contamination.
Body Substance Isolation (BSI) is an infection control procedure which involves the use of
protective gear when dealing with injured subjects. Federal regulations require all health care
workers, including first responders, to assume that all patients in all settings are potentially
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infected with a communicable virus or other bloodborne pathogen. These regulations require
that all health care workers use protective equipment to prevent exposure to blood and certain
bodily fluids.
BSI methods include:
A. Wearing latex gloves when handling patients, and changing gloves after contact with
each patient.
B. Wearing protective eyewear or a face shield when blood or other bodily fluids may
splatter.
C. Washing hands and other skin surfaces immediately and thoroughly if contaminated
with blood or other bodily fluids.
D. Using a pocket mask or other airway adjunct if the patient needs resuscitation.
22. Explain CISD and when it might be necessary. (pg. 141*)
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing: A CISD is a discussion or debriefing led by specially-trained
personnel which may be held after SAR personnel experience extreme situations that might
trigger emotional or psychological reactions. CISD is a valuable tool that aids SAR personnel in
dealing with the emotional stress resulting from an incident.

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Explain the 4 categories of symptoms related to adverse stress reactions that a team leader or crew
leader needs to recognize and address. (pg. 140*)
1. Cognitive symptoms: These symptoms would be evidenced by an inability to think clearly and
make proper judgments or decisions. There may be confusion or an inability to prioritize tasks.
2. Psychological symptoms: Evidence of these symptoms could be mood swings, irritability,
depression, apathy, anger, lack of patience, etc.
3. Physical symptoms: Physical symptoms could include loss of energy, loss of sleep, appetite
irregularities, chills, sweats, etc.
4. Behavioral symptoms: These could include excessive fatigue, hyperactivity, inability to
communicate verbally or in writing, etc.
2. Explain 4 ways to help prevent adverse stress reactions among team members. (pg. 141*)
1. Assign tasks commensurate with a person's abilities.
2. Recognize that all people have limits. Be alert to mental, physical or emotional fatigue.
3. Maintain realistic expectations.
4. Recognize stress. Allow individuals to discuss frustrations and express their limitations.
Always respond in an encouraging manner.
(*NASAR's "Advanced Search and Rescue", 2000 edition)
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Response
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Describe response procedures to take when paged, including:
A. Where to respond unless otherwise directed by the OIC
B. When and how to check in on the radio
C. What to do upon arrival at the EOC
A. Always respond to the EOC unless otherwise directed by the OIC.
B. Give the OIC time to check on via radio and get some basic information before you try to
check on. A minute is usually more than enough.
C. Follow the OIC's direction. If you have not received any instructions, ask the OIC via radio
what he/she would like to be done.
2. List at least 3 things NOT to do when paged.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call the OIC on the telephone.
Insist on getting a response from dispatch when you check in.
Ask the OIC if you are needed.
Respond directly to the incident unless directed to do so by the OIC.
Ask dispatch for information about the incident unless you are the OIC.

3. Define an OIC and the role of that person on every incident.
There is a Search and Rescue Officer in Charge (OIC) 24 hours a day. The OIC is responsible for
developing an incident action plan and communication plan for every incident, interfacing with
the RP and other agencies, seeing that the necessary resources are deployed, assigning tasks,
keeping track of field personnel, filling out the incident reports, communicating key events to
dispatch, demobilization and making sure all equipment is ready for the next response.
4. Demonstrate knowledge of the location of equipment and supplies at the EOC including;
A. Flashlights
B. Batteries
C. Maps and map book
D. Computer
E. Satellite phone
F. Litters, wheels, and related equipment
G. Winter Rescue Team gear
H. Technical Rescue gear
I. Water, coolers and ice
J. Generators
Skill-based
5. Demonstrate procedures for hitching and responding with all SAR trailers, with specific reference
to safety and inspection protocols.
Skill based - Things to watch for:
1. Trailer load and tires checked
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2. Hitch and chains checked by driver
3. Machinery started
4. Lights plugged in
6. Describe, in general, when to park the trailers and switch to driving the ATVs.
Because of the length of the trailers and the difficulty of driving or turning them around on some
trails, it is better to park the trailers at a distance from some incidents or trailheads and proceed
on the ATVs. (Example: park trailers at the top of the Mineral Bottom Road)
7. Describe proper demobilization procedures.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Make sure all personnel and equipment are safely out of the field.
Make sure all equipment is properly packed, inspected, fueled and ready for the next incident.
Report any equipment problems.
Check out with the proper authority.

8. Describe the procedure for reporting damaged or non-functioning equipment.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Report the problem to the OIC or, if no OIC is available, call one of the equipment officers.
Fill out an equipment problem report.
Give the report to the OIC or put in meeting room box next to the door to the bays.
Place a yellow tag on equipment that can still be used without further repair.
Place a red tag on equipment that needs to be taken out of service.

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Explain the protocol concerning when we will or will not respond without EMS.
GCSAR does not respond to any incident involving possible medical problems or injuries without
EMS. Often a subject with a supposed minor injury will ask that only SAR respond to bring them
out of the backcountry. We will not respond without EMS in those circumstances. The subject
can always refuse treatment, but that refusal will be communicated directly to EMS on scene.
2. Identify the most important piece of information that needs to be shared between various
responding agencies before anyone is en route.
The location of every incident must be clarified before agencies are en route. Equally important
is determining communication methods or frequencies.
3. Identify special equipment that might need to be gathered at the EOC by responders.
Some of that equipment might include:
A. Computer/printer
B. Sat Phone
C. Maps
D. Direction finder
E. Garmin Rinos
F. Lighting equipment
G. Rock trailer
H. Any other equipment in the bays
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Communications
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Describe the capabilities and limitations of:
A. Portable radios
B. Mobile radios
C. Satellite phone
D. Cell phone
A. Portable radios: Our portable radios broadcast at 5 watts, so their range is limited when
compared with the 40-100 watt mobile radios in vehicles. It is also important to hold and orient
them properly to obtain maximum range. Batteries must be kept charged.
B. Mobile radios: Mobile radios in the vehicles range anywhere from 40-100 watts. Because of
their power and a superior antenna with a ground plane (if mounted optimally), they have a far
greater range than the portable radios.
C. Satellite phone: The satellite phone can often pick up a signal when radios or cell phones
cannot, such as in some canyons. If there is no line of site between radios or the radios are
unable to hit a repeater, the satellite phone might still be able to pick up or transmit a signal.
However, the sat phone can sometimes take up to 20 minutes to obtain a signal.
D. Cell phones: Cell phones are useful when communicating sensitive information. They can
also be used to send and receive photos, such as pictures of tracks. However, there are countless
locations in Grand County where cell phones simply will not work. Texting sometimes works in
areas where voice does not.
2. Demonstrate the proper use of mobile and handheld radios.
Skill based: Things to watch for include holding and orienting the radio properly (calm or wind),
keying mic before talking, saying the right things in the right order, changing channels or groups,
taking the radio out of scan mode.
3. Indicate, in general, which radio channels to use in specific situations.
GCSAR's main repeater channel is GCSO 2, always used for initial response and communication
with the sheriff's office. North and east of the LaSal Mountains, GCSO 4 is used. The repeater for
GCSO 4 is on the north side of the mountains.
Our main line-of-site channel is GCSAR. The channel most often used for communication with a
helicopter is NLEC. Other channels might be used when working with outside agencies, such as
the park service.
4. Explain the difference between a repeater channel and a line-of-sight channel and the limitations
and benefits of each.
With a line-of-site channel, your radio transmission goes directly to other radios within range
depending on terrain. With a repeater channel, your radio transmits to a repeater, either a fixed
repeater such as Bald Mesa or Willow, or a portable repeater. The repeater amplifies and retransmits the signal, usually on a different frequency. Since repeaters are located on high
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points in the terrain, they allow your radio signal to reach distances and locations which might
be impossible with line-of-site channels. On the other hand, there will be times when your radio
transmission cannot reach the repeater because of terrain features blocking the signal, or the
signal from the repeater cannot reach the intended radio for the same reason. In these cases,
line-of-site channels can still allow you to communicate with other radios nearby or with
someone set up as a radio relay.
5. Demonstrate a knowledge of which channels on GCSAR radios are repeater channels and which are
line-of-sight channels.
Of the main channels used by GCSAR, Grand County SO channels 1-4 are repeater channels. The
Moab Police Dept. , EMS, and main Fire Dept. channels are also repeater channels. Line-of-site
channels include GCSAR, NSAR, NLEC, Car to Car, Statewide, and Fire 3.
6. Explain a radio relay and when it might be necessary.
When radios cannot communicate directly or with the repeater due to distance, terrain or other
difficulties, an intermediate radio relay is often established. For instance, if an incident is down
in a canyon and personnel on scene are unable to communicate directly with the repeater or
with other radios elsewhere in the canyon, the communication problem can often be solved by
stationing someone with a radio on the rim of the canyon. That "radio relay" person can receive
and repeat the transmissions to the intended recipients. It can be advantageous for the relay
person to have 2 radios, one of which should be a mobile radio whenever possible.
7. Describe proper radio protocol and etiquette.
A. Key the mic, wait two seconds, then say the name or number of whoever you are calling
followed by your own name or call number.
B. Think about what you are going to say and how it will be interpreted BEFORE you key the mic.
C. No filibustering. Keep it short.
D. Protect the radio from wind when transmitting and from feedback caused by other nearby
radios.
E. Do not interrupt another radio conversation unless it is an emergency.
F. Please do not make repeated calls to dispatch to let them know you are 10-17. They are busy.
Dispatchers may be working other incidents with other agencies.
G. When possible, communications from field teams will be directed to the OIC, not to dispatch.
H. Most communications are being recorded, so be aware of background noise and language.
I. If there are numerous field teams, it is best to designate one person from each team to
communicate with the OIC.

(Continued on next page)
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8. Interpret the following basic 10-code messages:
A. 10-1 (poor radio signal)
B. 10-4 (affirmative, yes, understood, etc)
C. 10-9 (say again, repeat)
D. 10-17 (responding, going to, etc.)
E. 10-20 (location)
F. 10-22 (cancel, disregard)
G. 10-23 (arrived)
H. 10-24 (assignment completed)
I. 10-85E (condition: deceased)
9. Explain when plain English rather than 10-code messages or call signs would be acceptable on the
radio.
Simple answer: almost always. The exception might be when reporting a death or serious injury,
though, if possible, such information is better communicated via a method other than radio.
10. Describe types of information which should be conveyed via a method other than radio.
Because of the numbers of scanners in the world, sensitive information should be communicated
via cell phone, satellite phone, or some method other than radio. Such information might
include some clues, serious injury, death, etc.
11. Describe the "Chain of Communication" on an incident.
Basically, the "Chain of Communication" dictates that all communications from field teams go
through the OIC, who will relay the information to dispatch if necessary. (An exception might be
in large multi-agency incidents with a separate command post or dispatch). If it is info that
dispatch needs to know, the OIC can relay it to dispatch or ask if they copied. Dispatchers are
often listening to our radio traffic, but few communications from the field actually need to be
time-stamped in their incident log. However, all pertinent communications to the OIC are (or
should be) logged into the Unit Log in the GCSAR incident folder, including times. If there are
numerous field teams, it is best to designate one person from each team to communicate with
the OIC.
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ICS and Incident Management
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Pass the following online courses and provide documentation:
A. IS-100 (Introduction to the Incident Command System)
B. IS-200 (ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents)
C. IS-700 (National Incident Management System, An Introduction)
D. IS-800 (National Response Framework, An Introduction)
2. Identify the major Search and Rescue responsibilities of the following agencies:
A. United States Air Force (USAF) (pg. 24*)
B. United States Coast Guard (USCG) (pg. 26*)
C. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (pg. 25*)
D. Civil Air Patrol (CAP) (pg. 25*)
E. State SAR authorities (pg. 26*)
F. Local SAR authorities (pg. 27*)
A. USAF: The Air Force Rescue Coordination Center (AFRCC) is responsible for coordinating
inland federal SAR activities in the contiguous United States, Mexico, and Canada. There is a
Memorandum of Understanding between the AFRCC and state SAR agencies which outlines how
civil search and rescue will be conducted for missing person and missing aircraft.
B. USCG: The USCG is responsible for search and rescue activities on any navigable water in the
United States.
C. FAA: The FAA is responsible for providing search information for missing or downed aircraft.
D. CAP: The CAP is the civilian auxiliary of the USAF and flies more than 85% of all federal inland
search and rescue missions directed by the AFRCC. The CAP has 3 congressionally-mandated
missions: Aerospace Education and Safety, Cadet Program, and Emergency Services.
E. State: A state's responsibility is usually in the form of coordination and legislation. The state
identifies responsibility for SAR. Some states establish standards for SAR teams and their
members. The state is also the point of contact for activation of resources available from the
federal government, at least that's the way it is written. In Grand County, the state does not get
involved when we request assistance from local park personnel. There has been a Memorandum
of Understanding between Grand County and the federal agencies in Grand County.
F. Local: The responsibility for SAR at the local level is delegated to either law enforcement or
emergency management. The local law enforcement agency or county sheriff's department is
most often responsible for SAR activities in western areas of the U.S. In the east, responsibility
tends to be divided between the local law enforcement and emergency management agency.
3. Explain the relationship of the Incident Command System to the National Incident Management
System. (pg. 35*)
ICS has been incorporated into the National Incident Management System as a part of NIMS.
Until NIMS was established, many agencies that had adopted ICS made subtle changes to the
system which, in the end, resulted in conflicts and poor communications during multi-agency
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incidents. Under NIMS, there is one ICS or Incident Management System model that all agencies
are required to adopt.
4. List the 5 major organizational sections within the Incident Command System and explain their
primary functions. (pg. 25)
1. Command: Sets the incident objectives, strategies, and priorities and has overall responsibility
for the incident.
2. Operations: Manages all tactical operations at an incident. Establishes the tactics and directs
all operational resources. The Incident Action Plan provides guidance.
3. Planning: Collects situation and resource status information, evaluates it, and processes the
information for use in developing action plans.
4. Logistics: Responsible for all of the service and support needs of an incident, including
obtaining and maintaining essential personnel, facilities, equipment, and supplies. However,
logistics support for air operations is under the Operations Section.
5. Finance/Administration: Monitors costs related to the incident. Provides accounting, time
recording and cost analyses.
5. Give the titles and explain the general duties of Command and General Staff members. (pg. 25)
The Command Staff is assigned to carry out key activities needed to support the Incident
Commander that are not specifically identified by the major organizational sections of ICS.
Command Staff positions include Public Information Officer (handles information release), Safety
Officer (identify and mitigate hazardous situations), and Liaison Officer (point of contact for
additional agencies).
General Staff are the positions responsible for the major functional aspects of the ICS structure.
They include Sections Chiefs of the Operations, Planning, Logistics, and Finance/Administration
Sections.
6. Match given organizational units to appropriate Sections within the ICS structure. (pg. 27-29)
See Appendix B (ICS Organizational Chart)
7. Explain the function of the following major incident facilities:
A. Incident Command Post or ICP (pg. 30)
B. Staging Area (pg. 31)
C. Incident Base (pg. 31)
D. Camps (pg. 31)
E. Helibase (pg. 31)
F. Helispot (pg. 31)
A. Incident Command Post or ICP: The location from which the Incident Commander oversees
all incident operations and where the primary command functions are performed.
B. Staging Area: A temporary location where resources are kept while awaiting incident
assignment. GCSAR uses the term to describe the location where we will rendezvous with other
agencies and park our trailers/vehicles for an incident.
C. Incident Base: A location at which primary service and support activities are performed,
including Logistics Section activities. Typically, the Incident Base is where all uncommitted (out
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of service) equipment and personnel support operations are located. Tactical resources assigned
to the Incident Base will normally be out-of-service.
D. Camps: Temporary incident locations within the general incident area which are equipped
and staffed to provide sleeping, food, water, and sanitary services to incident personnel.
E. Helibase: An area at which helicopters may be parked, maintained, and fueled.
F. Helispot: Temporary locations where helicopters can safely land to perform work supporting
the incident.
8. Describe an Incident Action Plan and its purpose. (pg. 31)
The Incident Action Plan is a general outline or strategy that covers how the incident will be
conducted. Often a written document, it provides incident objectives, guides operations,
establishes priorities for action, and describes the required resources. An Incident Action Plan is
developed for each operational period.
9. Define Span of Control and how it functions within the ICS structure. (pg. 25)
Span of Control refers to the number of individuals one supervisor can effectively manage.
Management studies have shown that the span of control for a supervisor falls within a range of
3 to 7, depending on the skills of the supervisor and the complexity of the task being overseen.
The general rule for span of control in ICS is one supervisor to five subordinates. If the supervisor
has more than seven people reporting, some adjustment to the organizational structure of the
incident should be considered.
10. Explain the following components of a SAR operation:
A. Preplanning (pg. 252)
B. Notification (pg. 253)
C. Check-in (pg. 254)
D. Planning/Strategy (pg. 228)
E. Briefing (from NIMS IS-200.b)
F. Operations/Tactics (pg. 240-247)
G. Suspension/Demobilization
H. Debriefing (pg. 255)
I. Check-out (pg. 256)
J. Return to service/Post-mission equipment check (pg. 257)
A. Preplanning: Preplanning involves virtually everything done prior to an incident. It involves
training, preparing equipment, hazard assessment, developing Standard Operating Procedures,
and being physically and mentally prepared to respond to an incident.
B. Notification: There are two main aspects to notification. The first is the initial contact by the
reporting party. The second is the notification of responders that their services are needed. In
GCSAR, responders are notified via radio, pager or telephone.
C. Check-in: Check-in can be either formal or informal, depending on the complexity and size of
the incident. Most GCSAR incidents just require responders to check in via radio. On larger
multi-agency incidents, responders may be required to check in at a specific location. This
location is usually associated with the Planning Section.
D. Planning/Strategy: This involves gathering information about the situation and determining
where and how resources will be deployed.
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E. Briefing: Briefings provide incident personnel with basic information regarding the incident
situation and resources allocated to the incident. There are 3 levels of briefings. Staff-level
briefings are delivered to resources assigned to nonoperational and support tasks at the Incident
Command Post or Base. Field-level briefings are delivered to individual resources or crews who
are assigned to operational tasks and/or work at or near the incident site. Section-level briefings
are delivered to an entire Section and include the operational period briefing.
F. Operations/Tactics: Operations and tactics are the specific techniques used to perform the
rescue or conduct the search.
G. Suspension/Demobilization: This involves removing equipment and personnel from service
when no longer needed, usually at the end of an incident. All personnel and equipment used
during the incident must be accounted for at the end of an incident.
H. Debriefing: A debriefing (aka: After Action Review) is a review of the incident with an
emphasis on what went right or wrong and what can be done better in the future at similar
incidents.
I. Check-out: All personnel are required to check out at every incident. This can be as simple as
the OIC releasing personnel. At larger multi-agency incidents, check-out could involve filling out
forms or signing documents.
J. Return to service/Post-mission equipment check: This involves returning all equipment to
response-ready status. For GCSAR, it might require re-packing of all technical rescue packs,
fueling machines and checking them for any damage, and more.
11. Explain what to expect in a field-level briefing. (from NIMS IS-200.b)
A field-level briefing is given to crews such as Strike Teams or Task Forces at the beginning of an
operation or shift. It will cover specific tasks, and define the work area, reporting relationships,
and expectations. Other topics covered at the briefing should include safety issues,
communication channels and protocols, coworkers and adjoining teams, and the process to
obtain additional resources.
12. Explain procedures to check in/out of any ICS-managed incident. (pg. 256)
The level of formality of checking in or out of any incident depends on the complexity or size of
the incident. It can be as informal as letting the OIC or dispatch know that you are available or
are leaving. At larger incidents, you may need to sign paperwork when checking in or out, or
have your GCSAR ID scanned. If all sections of ICS have been activated, you would check in and
out with the Resources Unit of the Planning Section.
13. Identify information to be recorded by ground searchers, the importance of that information, and
how it relates to the outcome of a mission. (pg. 248)
Ground searchers must do more than just go into the field and search an area. They need to
keep track of several things including terrain and ground cover, the thoroughness with which
they were able to search the area, areas they were unable to search, any difficulties they had in
searching the assigned area, possible clues and more. This information is used by search
managers to evaluate search effectiveness and determine where additional resources should be
deployed. An inaccurate or vague report from a field team can be devastating to the outcome of
a search.
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14. Describe various types of information that should be recorded in GCSAR Incident Reports.
It is as important for field personnel to know the information that should go into Incident Reports
as it is for the OIC to know that information. Information cannot be recorded if it is not reported
to the OIC.
Things that field personnel should report to the OIC include:
A. Times (10-17, 10-23 at site, 10-17 back to trailhead, etc).
B. Any information learned in the field (bystanders, people on trail, clues etc).
C. Weather or terrain conditions that could affect the search or rescue.
D. Locations of field teams.
E. Accidents, damage to equipment, or malfunctioning equipment.

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Take the advanced ICS 300 and ICS 400 classes.
2. Demonstrate knowledge of how to obtain local and regional resources including:
A. Dog teams: Local teams include Nancy and Margy, whom we can call direct
B. Climbers: NPS and local guides or call direct
C. Helicopters: Classic Lifeguard (Moab), DPS , St. Mary's, Wasatch Front for winch
D. Moab Valley Fire Dept.
E. Dive teams: Moab Valley Fire Dept., State, and National Park Service teams
F. State and National Park Service rangers, BLM Rangers, Forest Service personnel and
equipment
G. Avalanche rescue resources: (i.e., USFS, Grand County Winter Rescue Team, other counties)
H. Other resources contained in the Grand County Emergency Plan Resource list
Requests for additional resources can originate with either the OIC or deputy. All requests must
be cleared by the deputy and go through dispatch, unless otherwise specified.
3. Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the Incident Command System including:
A. How to maintain proper span of control
B. Methods of Resource Management (pg. 32)
C. Ability to diagram an ICS chart down to the Group or Unit level (pg. 33)
A. When span of control exceeds the recommended limit, consider consolidating
teams/resources so that you have fewer responders reporting directly to you. For instance, if you
have 5 ATV teams and 3 tracking teams, you could assign one person to oversee all the ATV
teams and one person to oversee all the tracking teams. Only those two people would report
directly to you.
B. Organizing responders into Task Forces and Strike Teams maximizes the effective use of
resources and maintains your span of control at an acceptable level.
C. See Appendix B
4. Define "operational resources" and give some examples. (pg. 5**)
Operational resources include the equipment and personnel used during an incident. The three
main types of operational resources are Single Resources, Strike Teams, and Task Forces. A
Single Resource is any person, small group of people, or piece of equipment (i.e.: a tracking team
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is a single resource). A Strike Team consists of 2 or more of the same kind and type of resource
(i.e.: three tracking teams and a leader would be a Strike Team). A Task Force is any
combination of resources assigned to a specific task (i.e.: two tracking teams, a dog team and a
leader would be a Task Force).
5. Explain the 3 status conditions placed on operational resources. (pg. 6**)
1. Available: These resources are usually located in Staging Areas and can be assigned to an
incident. If not in Staging Areas, available resources can respond in a matter of minutes.
2. Assigned: These resources are committed to duties at the incident.
3. Out of Service: This designation could occur because of a mechanical breakdown that would
prevent the use of the resource or simply because personnel or equipment are resting or
undergoing maintenance.
6. List and explain at least 5 character traits of a good leader. (pg. 20**)
1. Knowledge: A knowledgeable leader knows, through experience and training, the correct thing
to do.
2. Judgment: The ability to make good decisions grounded in common sense and a pattern of
systematic, logical thinking based on the facts and their consequences.
3. Courage: The ability to be remain calm and function effectively while recognizing fear.
4. Humility: The ability to appreciate others' points of view and realize that the team and its
members are more important than yourself, regardless of your abilities. Good leaders avoid
egocentric defensiveness when their ideas are questioned.
5. Dependability/Trustworthiness: The ability to honor commitments and follow through on
tasks you have been assigned or to support those under your leadership. A good leader's power
comes from consistent, principle-centered behavior and actions that demonstrate honesty,
integrity, trust, dignity, and respect for those he/she leads.
6. Decisiveness: The ability to get all the facts, weigh them against each other, and make good
decisions without delay.
7. Tact: The ability to deal with people in a manner that will maintain good relations and avoid
problems. Good leaders understand and manage their reactions to others. Respect differences
and listen without resistance.
8. Bearing: Setting and maintaining high standards of appearance and performance. Good
leaders are centered, and exhibit self-understanding and self-confidence. Your manner should
reflect alertness, competence, confidence and control.
9. Enthusiasm: A positive attitude and sincere interest, willingness, and exuberance in the
performance of your duties.
10. Initiative: The ability to make good decisions and take action in the absence of direct
supervision. This often involves resourcefulness and creativity in accomplishing a task without
the normal materials or methods available.
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7. List and explain at least 6 of the Principles of Leadership. (pg. 22**)
1. Be technically and tactically proficient: Know the job and be capable of doing it.
2. Seek Responsibility and Take Responsibility: Do not wait to be told to do something that
clearly needs to be done. Take responsibility for your actions when something goes wrong and
share the praise when something goes right.
3. Make Sound and Timely Decisions: Quickly sum up a situation, consider the options, then
develop and implement the action.
4. Set the Example: Urge team members to work with you rather than for you. Be willing to do
any job you ask team members to do.
5. Care About the People You Lead: Try to understand and anticipate the needs and wants of
the people you supervise.
6. Share Information: Keep crewmembers informed. Team members perform better and, if
knowledgeable of the situation, can carry on without your personal supervision.
7. Create Responsibility: Recognize the abilities of your team members. They should have the
skill to do any task you assign. Let them do it without micro-managing. Let them work on tasks
with the understanding that, with the authority to do the job, they are responsible to you to
complete the task.
8. Make Sure Any Assigned Task is Understood: Communicate instructions or assign tasks in a
clear, concise manner. Allow questions. Check progress periodically.
9. Match the Crew to the Assignment: Know the abilities of your team members and make
assignments based on those abilities.
8. List and explain the 5 components of size-up. (pg. 14***)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Facts: What is happening?
Probabilities: What is going to happen if nothing is done?
Current situation: What options are available with the existing resources?
Decisions: Choose an option.
Plan of Operation: How do we implement the option?

(*NASAR's "Introduction to Search and Rescue", 2008)
(**NASAR's "Advanced Search and Rescue", 2000 edition)
(***Whitewater Rescue Technician, Rescue 3 International, 2005)
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Search Operations
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Explain the 7 Essentials of Search Management. (pg. 224)
1. Search is an Emergency. Since the subject may be injured or unprepared for environmental
conditions, every search should be considered to be an emergency. Quick response times can
minimize the search area by limiting the amount of time the subject has had to be on the move.
2. Maximize the Probability of Success with careful allocation of available resources. The
decision on where to deploy resources depends on numerous factors including: available
resources, the probability the subject is in a specific region, probability and difficulty of detection
in any region, and access to the region.
3. Search is a classic mystery. The clues are always there. Searchers must know what clues to
watch for and how to find them.
4. Search for clues, not just for the subject. There are more clues than there are subjects. The
absence of clues is, in itself, a clue.
5. Stay focused on things that are important to a successful search. Perform the job assigned to
you rather than trying to second-guess search managers.
6. Know if the subject leaves the search area. Define and confine the search area as early as
possible.
7. Grid search as a last resort. Grid searching takes more time and resources to cover any given
area.
2. Explain the Search Urgency Form and list factors that determine Search Urgency. (pg. 281)
The Search Urgency Form outlines several risk factors that can give an indication of the risk
facing lost subjects. Some of those factors include:
A. The subject's age and physical or mental condition.
B. The number of subjects.
C. A weather profile
D. The subject's clothing, equipment, and resources.
E. The subject's experience level
F. Terrain or other hazards
3. Identify 3 categories of response based on situational urgency and explain each type of response.
1. Emergency Response: An emergency response is a fast, immediate response. Hasty teams
and other resources will be deployed as fast as possible.
2. Measured Response: An immediate response is not required so more time can be taken to
plan and gather resources to be sent into the field.
3. Evaluative Response: More investigation and evaluation needs to be done before deploying
resources into the field. This may be in cases where the incident is not confirmed or might
resolve itself without our assistance.
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4. Name at least 5 factors that could help determine the size of a search area.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The speed with which searchers are deployed or the time span since the subject was last seen
The subject's age, physical condition, and experience
Terrain features
Weather
The subject's mode of transportation

5. Define the following and explain their mathematical relationship to each other:
A. Probability of Area (POA) (pg. 231)
B. Probability of Detection (POD) (pg. 231)
C. Probability of Success (POS) (pg. 231)
A. Probability of Area: The probability that the subject is within the search area
B. Probability of Detection: The probability of detecting the subject in any given area with each
type of resource. This takes into account terrain and vegetation, the subject, weather and the
search method, among other things.
C. Probability of Success: This measures search effectiveness. It is the probability of finding the
subject of the search with any given type of resource in any given area. The POS can be
mathematically estimated by multiplying the POA percentage by the POD percentage, or
POS=POA x POD.
6. Define the following and explain their importance in determining a search area:
A. Last Known Point (LKP) (pg. 227)
B. Point Last Seen (PLS) (pg. 227)
C. Initial Planning Point (IPP) (pg. 98* NASAR's "Introduction to Search and Rescue", 2008)
All search areas are drawn around either the LKP, PLS or IPP.
A. Last Known Point: The LKP is the point where the person is last verifiably known to have
been. It differs from the PLS in that the subject may not have been seen at the LKP but may have
left some clue that he was there, such as a track, campfire, piece of equipment or clothing, etc.
B. Point Last Seen: The PLS is the most recent place at which someone can confirm that the
subject was visually identified.
C. Initial Planning Point: Usually located at the LKP or PLS, the IPP is considered the
geographical starting point for initial assessment and planning. Unlike the LKP or PLS, the IPP
does not move during an incident.
7. Explain the following methods of determining a search area:
A. Theoretical
B. Statistical
C. Subjective
A. Theoretical: This method draws a circle on a map, the radius of which is determined by how
far a subject could theoretically have travelled in the given terrain and in the time since last seen.
When determining the size of the circle, several things are taken into account including terrain,
the subject's physical condition and experience, weather, etc. Once the circle is drawn, terrain or
other factors can aid in determining where to deploy resources.
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B. Statistical: This method can draw several circles on a map depending on the statistics used.
Those statistics can include how far past subjects (based on age, activity or other factors) have
travelled in a straight line from a PLS or LKP. This method does not take terrain into account,
though terrain can help in determining in which sections of the circle to deploy searchers.
C. Subjective: This method can be a combination of the other two methods with the subjective
feelings and opinions of the search managers and searchers taken into account.
8. Explain how to estimate Probability of Detection and why it is important for members of a search
crew in the field to be able to do so. (pg. 230)
A searcher's ability to estimate the POD for any given area searched can be a valuable tool for
search managers, helping them to determine if areas were adequately searched or if additional
resources need to be sent into an area. Estimating the POD takes several factors into account
such as the terrain searched, any areas searchers were unable to access, vegetation or ground
cover, weather and visibility, the search object itself, the physical condition of the searchers, and
more. One way to aid in determining the POD is to ask yourself: If there were 10 objects of
varying sizes in my search area, how many of those would I have found?
9. Identify the 3 elements on which clue detection is based. (pg. 225)
The probability of detecting a clue is based on a combination of the characteristics of 3 things:
the sensor or searcher, the search subject or clue generator, and the environment in which the
detection opportunity will take place. Changing any one of those variables can significantly
affect the success of clue detection.
10. Identify the 5 categories of search clues. (pg. 226)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Physical (footprints, discarded material, etc.)
Documentary (trail register, etc)
Testimonial (witnesses, family, friends, etc)
Events (Flashing lights, whistles, etc)
Analytical (reasonable conclusions)

11. Explain why searchers should look for clues rather than only for the subject. (pg. 224)
Basically, because there are MANY more clues than there are subjects in any given area. Each
search subject is a signal generator who is constantly leaving clues for the searchers. The
searchers need to be watching for those clues because they will lead to the subject.
12. Explain what to do when a possible clue or evidence is located. (pg. 235)
Evidence or clues discovered in a search must be immediately reported to the OIC. Clues and
evidence should not be handled by searchers unless otherwise directed by the OIC.
Documentation of the clue or evidence should include location (GPS waypoint, mark on map) and
a description (sketch or photograph).
13. Explain how knowledge of Lost Person Behavior can be an advantage to searchers. (pg. 233)
By analyzing the behavior of past lost subjects in similar circumstances, search managers may be
able to predict what the subject of the current incident might do. In addition, an understanding
of how the present subject has acted in the past could help predict future actions. Trying to think
like the lost subject can enhance a field searcher's understanding of where to look and what to
look for. Anticipating how the subject might act requires that SAR personnel have a thorough
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understanding of the lost subject gathered from the basic subject profile in the GCSAR incident
folder and perhaps a more detailed lost person questionnaire.
14. Name the two basic categories of search tactics. (pg. 241)
1. Direct search tactics involve physically moving through the search area.
2. Indirect search tactics involve activities such as information gathering or trying to attract the
subject and get him/her to move toward you or react to you.
15. List and explain the 3 primary Direct search tactics. (pg. 241-245)
1. Hasty Search: This is a quick, initial response of searchers who check the locations where clues
or the subject are most likely to be found.
2. Efficient Search: An efficient search usually follows a Hasty Team that has found clues. The
goal is to rapidly search a large area. This might involve flooding an area with searchers running
roads and trails or an open grid search with widely-separated searchers.
3. Thorough Search: This is a tight grid search that is slow, highly systematic, and manpower
intensive. Consequently, it is used as a last resort.
16. List and explain at least 3 Indirect search tactics. (pg. 241)
1. Fact finding: This is a tactic that continues throughout the incident involving investigation
and other information gathering.
2. Attraction: Attraction involves attempts to get the subject to react or move toward you.
3. Containment: This involves techniques to confine the movement of a lost subject and
determine if the subject may have left the search area.
17. Identify some techniques used for the following search tactics:
A. Attraction (pg. 242)
B. Confinement/Containment (pg. 242)
C. Hasty Search (route vs. area) (pg. 242)
D. Grid Search (pg. 243)
A. Attraction: Techniques can include noise (sirens, whistles, yelling, PA systems) and/or lights
(flashing overheads, beacons, searchlights, etc.).
B. Containment: Techniques include lookouts posted in strategic locations, track traps, and
route/road blocks, patrols and attractions, notes on the subject's vehicle, etc.
C. Hasty Search: Sign-cutting and tracking, dog teams, trail-running teams, aircraft, etc. A
route search does not have any boundaries other than the route or trail being searched and the
adjacent areas. An area search has clearly-defined boundaries covering a certain segment of the
terrain rather than a route or trail.
D. Grid Search: Searchers line up on a Control Line in a loose or tight configuration and move
through the search area in a highly systematic and organized manner.
18. Demonstrate the ability to work as a member of a team conducting both a Loose Grid Search and
a Tight Grid Search.
Skill-Based
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19. Explain the following aspects of a grid search:
A. Critical Distance (aka Average Maximum Detection Range) (pg. 249)
B. Critical Separation (aka Critical Spacing) (pg. 93* NASAR "Advanced SAR", 2000 edition)
C. Control Line or Base Line (pg. 243)
D. Guide Line (pg. 243)
E. Guide Method (pg. 243)
F. Search Lane (pg. 243)
A. Critical Distance or AMDR: This is the maximum distance at which an object of a particular
size and configuration can be visually detected in any given terrain. It can be determined by
placing an object similar to the search object in the environment in which the search will be
conducted and then walking away from the object in several directions until the object can no
longer be seen. Averaging those distances will determine the Critical Distance or AMDR.
B. Critical Separation/Spacing: This refers to the spacing between searchers in a grid search.
Once the Critical Distance or AMDR is determined, the search manager can determine the Critical
Distance/Spacing between searchers necessary to obtain the desired Probability of Detection.
C: Control/Base Line: This is the line perpendicular to the searchers' direction of travel on which
the searchers line up. Searchers should all travel at approximately the same speed so that they
remain on the Control or Base Line.
D. Guide Line: This is a line parallel to the direction of travel of the search team which
determines the heading along which the searchers travel.
E. Guide Method: This is the method used to keep searchers travelling along the guide line. In
some cases, it is a designated member of the team whose sole duty is to keep the searchers
headed in the proper direction. Searchers can also self-guide with compasses.
F. Search Lane: This is the area an individual searcher is assigned to scan while moving through
the search area.
20. Explain at least 6 important techniques that should be used by field searchers. (pg. 251)
1. Stay alert and maintain the proper attitude.
2. Use ALL of your senses.
3. Yell and make noise occasionally.
4. Scan the "searcher cube": look up and down, left and right, and forward and behind.
6. Do not shine your light or headlamp into the eyes of other searchers.
7. Check the obvious and "attraction" sites.
8. Talk to hikers on the trail about what they might have seen.
9. Search for clues as well as the subject.
10. Safety first
21. Describe the Lost Person Questionnaire and how it is useful for determining search strategy and
tactics.
The Lost Person Questionnaire is used by search managers to gather information about the lost
subject or subjects. Information can be gathered from a variety of sources to develop a profile of
the search subject that can give search managers an idea as to how the subject will behave
under various conditions. The questionnaire also covers topics such as physical description,
health problems, equipment and resources the subject might possess, and more. The more
information search managers can gather, the easier it will be to develop effective search
strategy and tactics.
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Navigation
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Identify and explain 3 types of maps used in Search and Rescue. (pg. 61* NASAR Intro to SAR)
1. Topographic: Maps that portray the shape and elevation of terrain using contour lines.
2. Planimetric Maps: These are basically street maps that show horizontal information.
3. Orthophoto Maps: Satellite or aerial photos geo-referenced as maps
2. Identify and explain all of the margin information on a topographic map. (pg. 150-154)
A. Quad name, location and series in upper right corner
B. Latitude-Longitude, Universal Transverse Mercator, and State Plane Coordinates on all sides
C. Dashed map datum offset ticks in all 4 corners
D. Diagram of map location within the state and adjoining quad names
E. Scale, contour intervals, and road legend
F. Magnetic declination, map datum, and dates in lower left corner
3. Identify and explain the following aspects of maps:
A. Index and intermediate contour lines and intervals (pg. 154)
B. Grid north vs. magnetic north (pg. 158)
C. Common symbols (pg. 155)
A. A contour line on a topographic map indicates points that are at the same elevation. Adjacent
contour lines indicate an elevation change corresponding to the contour interval listed in the
bottom margin. Every fifth contour line is darker and has an elevation number superimposed on
it. This is called the Index Line. The lighter lines in between are the Intermediate Lines.
B. Magnetic north is the direction a compass needle points. Grid north is indicated by the
vertical UTM lines on a topo map. Grid north is usually very close to True North, which would
correspond to the map edge. The differences are sometimes displayed in a graphic in the
bottom margin.
C. Common symbols: See appendix C
4. Define and identify the following common grid systems on any map in the GCSAR map packet:
A. Geographic Coordinate System (Lat-Long) (pg. 146)
B. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) (pg. 146)
C. United States Public Land Survey (Township, Range, Section) (pg. 148)
A. The Geographic Coordinate System uses degrees of latitude and longitude to describe a
location on the earth's surface. Lines of latitude run parallel to the equator. Lines of longitude
run perpendicular to the equator and converge at the poles.
B. The UTM system is a grid-based system that divides most of the earth into zones, which are
usually 6 degrees E-W and 8 degrees N-S. Coordinates are determined by measuring east and
then north in the zones. Easting values are measured relative to a central meridian that is given
a value of 500,000 meters in each zone. The northing values are measured continuously from
zero at the equator. All measurements are expressed in meters.
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C. The U.S. Public Land Survey system divides an area into Townships that are 6 miles square
with borders running approximately north/south and east/west. Each Township is typically
divided into 36 one-square-mile Sections. Positions are indicated by describing the location
within a Section, the Section number, and then the Township's relation to an established
Principle Baseline (tiers north or south of that line) and Principle Meridian (Range/East or West).
5. What is the United States National Grid Reference System (NGRS)?
The U.S. National Grid Reference System is a recently-developed grid system that is derived from
the older Military Grid Reference System. It is confusing and rarely used. It utilizes UTM
coordinates, but replaces the large 100,000 meter grid numbers in the margins of a topographic
map with letters. It was developed with the intention of providing a universal coordinate
referencing system that would supposedly improve interoperability between agencies from
across the U.S. (Example: UTM coordinates 12S 0629932 x 4265895 become XH2993265895.)
6. Explain the difference between the 3 formats within the Geographic Coordinate System and their
common uses.
When relaying lat-long coordinates, it is very important to know whether those coordinates are
in degrees, minutes, and seconds or a decimal fraction thereof. Coordinates are often relayed by
inexperienced people who have no idea if they are looking at a degree, a minute, a second or a
decimal fraction on their GPS or cell phone. They may omit a decimal point or put it in the wrong
place. They may confuse a symbol with a decimal point. The 3 formats are:
A. Degrees, Minutes, Seconds: This can be the most cumbersome format with which to work. It's
a lot like telling time. There are 60 seconds in a minute and 60 minutes in a degree. So one
quarter (.25) of a minute is 15 seconds. The only decimal point in this format might appear as a
fraction of a second. However, tenths of a second are seldom crucial since a full second is
roughly 80-100 feet. On most GPS units, this will appear as hddd°mm'ss.s".
B. Degrees and decimal degrees: This is the standard format for e911 systems, OnStar, SPOT
and InReach. There are no minutes or seconds in this format, only decimal fractions of a full
degree. The number of digits to the right of the decimal point varies. On most GPS units, this
will appear as hddd.dddd°.
C. Degrees, Minutes and decimal minutes: This is the preferred format for aircraft. There are no
seconds in this format, only degrees, minutes, and decimal fractions of a minute. On most GPS
units, this will appear as hddd°mm.mmm'.
7. When given coordinates in any of the 3 common grid systems, locate that position on a map.
Skill-based: Be able to recognize which of the 3 systems appears on any given map.
8. Determine coordinates for any point on a map in each of the 3 common grid systems.
Skill-based: Be able to recognize which of the 3 systems appears on any given map.
9. Demonstrate how to orient a map to terrain in the field. (pg. 164)
Skill-based: Place the map on the ground or on a non-metal object. Set your declination-adjusted
compass dial at 0/360 so that true north is on the Direction of Travel line. Place the compass on
the map so that the edge of the base plate is parallel with the border of the map and the
orienting arrow points toward the top of the map. Turn the map and compass together until the
compass needle is "boxed".
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10. Demonstrate how to take a field bearing and transfer it to the map. (pg. 164)
Skill-based: Point the Direction of Travel arrow on a declination-adjusted compass at the object
to which you want to determine the bearing. Rotate the dial until the needle is "boxed". The
bearing will be indicated at the base of the Direction of Travel arrow. To transfer the bearing to
a map, locate the object on the map and place the edge of the compass on that object. With the
edge still tight against the object and without touching the dial, turn the base plate until the
orienting lines in the housing line up with magnetic north or until a line bisecting 0-180 degrees
on the dial is parallel with the border of the map. The orienting arrow must point toward the top
of the map. The edge of the base plate forms a line on the map. You are along that line and the
Direction of Travel arrow indicates the field bearing. Repeating this process with at least one
other object can help determine your precise position on the map through triangulation.
11. Demonstrate how to determine a bearing on a map and transfer it to the field. (pg. 161)
Skill-based: Place the declination-adjusted compass on the map so that one edge of the base
plate is along a line between the starting point and the destination, with the direction of travel
arrow pointing toward the destination. Rotate the dial until the orienting lines in the base are
parallel with magnetic north on the map or until a line bisecting 0-180 on the compass dial is
parallel with the border of the map (orienting arrow toward top of map). Your direction of travel
arrow indicates the bearing. To follow that bearing, simply remove the compass from the map,
rotate the base plate until the needle is boxed, and follow the direction of travel arrow.
12. Demonstrate the ability to determine a back azimuth. (pg. 158)
If the bearing is less than 180 degrees, add 180 to get the back azimuth. If your bearing is more
than 180 degrees, subtract 180 to get the back azimuth.
13. Determine an approximate distance between two points on any map. (pg. 161)
Skill-based: Measure the distance on the map with a ruler or mark it on a piece of paper.
Determine the distance using the bar scales on the map.
14. Identify at least 5 parts of a compass and explain the function of each of those parts. (pg. 159)
1. Base Plate or Base: The flat surface on which the rest of the compass is mounted. It will
usually have measurements and scales marked on it, along with the Direction of Travel Arrow.
2. Bezel or Housing: The round container often filled with liquid that contains the magnetic
needle which points to magnetic north when held level and away from metal objects, radios, etc.
3. Dial: The ring around the housing that has degree markings on it. When the dial is rotated,
the entire housing rotates.
4: Direction of Travel Arrow: An arrow inscribed on the base plate of the compass that indicates
the direction of travel when navigating.
5. Orienting Arrow: The arrow inscribed into the base of the housing that rotates when the
housing is turned. It is used to determine north by "boxing" the red end of the needle in the
orienting arrow.
6. Orienting Lines: Parallel lines in the bottom of the compass housing that are parallel with the
orienting arrow. They are useful when using the compass with a map.
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7. Magnetic Needle: The magnetized piece of metal that sits on a fine point within the housing
and points to magnetic north when the compass is held level. One end is red to indicate north.
8. Index Line or Index Mark: The butt end of the Direction of Travel Arrow where the azimuth is
read.
15. Explain Magnetic Declination and demonstrate how to adjust a compass to compensate for it. (pg.
161)
Magnetic Declination is the angular difference between Magnetic North (where the compass
points) and True North or Geographic North. It varies slowly with time because of the movement
of the magnetic north pole. To adjust a compass in the western U.S. for declination, the
orienting arrow needs to be rotated so that it points east of zero degrees by whatever amount
the declination happens to be at the time in the area. Declination at the EOC was 10.66 degrees
East on Feb. 17, 2013, and changing at the rate of -0.1239 degrees per year.
16. Demonstrate the ability to follow a compass course, including the ability to navigate by compass
around an obstacle blocking the path of travel. (pg. 165)
Skill-based
17. Explain how the GPS system works.
Your GPS is basically a satellite receiver. It receives signals from a network of satellites travelling
in very precise orbits at speeds of roughly 7000 miles per hour. Based on these signals, GPS
receivers use triangulation to calculate the user's exact location. The GPS receiver compares the
time a signal was transmitted by a satellite with the time it was received. That time difference
indicates the distance between the satellite and the receiver. If the GPS receiver is locked onto
the signal of at least 3 satellites, it can calculate a 2D position. A 3D position can be calculated if
the receiver is locked onto 4 or more satellites. Typical GPS accuracy is 15 meters.
Many newer GPS units utilize a network of ground-based repeaters that relay a corrected signal
to a pair of geostationary satellites over the equator which then re-transmit the signal to
compatible GPS units. This system, called WAAS, corrects for signal errors caused by ionospheric
disturbances, timing and satellite orbit errors. It improves accuracy to within 3 meters 95% of
the time. WAAS works best if you have a low southern horizon.
18. Identify advantages and limitations of using a GPS. (pg. 168)
Advantages: Precise positioning in different formats, navigation, speed determination, track
logging, etc.
Disadvantages: Reliance on battery power and technology, poor signal in certain areas, user
error, mechanical failure.
19. Identify situations that will affect GPS accuracy.
Prior to May of 2000, GPS signals were intentionally degraded by the U.S. government in a
program called Selective Availability (SA). If you were lucky, your GPS position was accurate to
within 100 meters. After SA was ended, positions became accurate to within about 15 meters.
With improved design and the development of the WAAS system, GPS accuracy can now be
better than 3 meters in areas of good reception. Since GPS signals are radio signals, they travel
by line of sight. They will pass through clouds, glass and plastic, but will not go through solid
objects such as buildings or mountains. Multipath errors, caused by the signal bouncing off of
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buildings or canyon walls, increase the travel time of the signal and can cause inaccuracy. Dense
tree cover or narrow canyons that block direct views of the satellites can also degrade signal
accuracy or even prevent signal reception. GPS position accuracy improves with the length of
time the unit is left turned on. Most units now give some measurement of position accuracy.
20. Explain Horizontal Datum and how it can affect the transfer of data between a GPS and map. (pg.
173)
A horizontal datum is a mathematical model used to measure positions on the earth. Different
models or datums project a slightly different grid onto the earth's surface. Any single point on
the surface of the earth can have substantially different coordinates depending on the datum
used. When transferring coordinates between a GPS, maps, computers, etc., the datum must
match. If not, the coordinates will be inaccurate. For example, WGS coordinates corresponding
to the identical NAD27 coordinates in our area will be about 213 meters away at a heading of
165 degrees. GPS units come from the factory set to a default datum of WGS84. USGS maps are
NAD27. Coordinates relayed by services such as SPOT, InReach, and OnStar will be in WGS84.
21. Demonstrate the following procedures with a GPS:
A. Determine current location
B. Change position format
C. Enter a waypoint when given coordinates
D. The GOTO function
E. Track log creation
Skill-based

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Explain the following devices that send coordinates from the field, including where the coordinates
are initially sent and problems that might be encountered in determining the precise location of the
device:
A. SPOT Messenger
B. Delorme InReach
C. Personal Locator Beacons
D. Smart Phones vs. Dumb Cell Phones in relation to Phase Two 911
E. Emergency Locator Transmitter
F. OnStar
A. SPOT: SPOT Messenger is a one-way communication device that allows the user to send predefined text or email messages along with the location of the device to friends, family, etc.,
through the commercial Globalstar satellite system. SPOT Connect is a one-way device that pairs
with a smartphone and allows 120-character pre-defined messages or 41-character "type and
send" messages to be transmitted. The SPOT devices can also send an emergency notification to
the GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. When the device is triggered,
the message and coordinates are transmitted to a satellite which re-transmits the data to
ground-based antennas that route the signal to the appropriate network and receiver. The
appropriate emergency response agency is contacted and given the coordinates. Lat-Long
coordinates are WGS84 and in decimal degree format.
B. Delorme InReach: This is a new device similar to SPOT, except that it allows 2-way
communication when paired with a cell phone and the proper app. The phone is essentially the
keyboard and message screen for the device. Emergency signals are transmitted via commercial
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satellites to the same Emergency Response Coordination Center as SPOT signals. The RCC can
communicate directly with the InReach device, or they can allow local authorities to do so.
C. PLBs: These devices transmit distress signals on the internationally-recognized distress
frequency of 406MHz to the COSPAS-SARSAT satellite system, which is monitored by NOAA and
the AFRCC. Each device transmits an identifying code which is linked to a database maintained
by NOAA. Most newer PLBs transmit coordinates along with the identifying code. However,
some older or less expensive units do not transmit coordinates. With non-GPS units, it may take
several satellite passes to determine an approximate location, and then the Direction Finder can
be used to locate the 121.5MHz homing beacon, perhaps delaying rescue by several hours over
the GPS-equipped PLBs.
D. Smart and Dumb Cell Phones: Now that Grand County has Phase Two 911, most newer
phones automatically transmit coordinates with the 911 call. These coordinates have proven to
be very accurate. However, there are still instances where the less-accurate triangulation
method is used or when the coordinates given may be those of a cell tower, such as when
someone has poor service, is using an older phone, or has service with a carrier that has not
activated Phase 2 in Grand County.
E. ELT: These are beacons carried by aircraft that transmit at a frequency of 121.5 and/or
406MHz. The 406MHz signals go to the COSPAS-SARSAT system monitored by NOAA and the
AFRCC. As of 2009, the COSPAS-SARSAT system stopped monitoring the 121.5 frequency, so
ELTs transmitting only at 121.5 can only be located by ground-based receivers or by aircraft
flying overhead. Since location of the 406MHz device depends on satellite triangulation, it can
take a substantial amount of time to get what amounts to an approximate location via the
406MHz frequency. We can search for 121.5MHz ELTs with our Direction Finder.
F. OnStar: This is a service of General Motors that relies on mobile phone voice and data
communication networks. Customers can manually or automatically signal for assistance.
Coordinates are transmitted with the signal in decimal degree format and WGS84. The signal is
routed to OnStar call centers and relayed to the appropriate local agency. Since the service
relies, in most places, on Verizon's network, it is subject to the same limitations as cell phone
service.
2. Explain some issues that can be encountered in receiving initial coordinates for an incident and
how to deal with those issues.
Coordinates are often relayed by inexperienced people who have no idea if they are looking at a
degree, a minute, or a second. They may omit a decimal point or put it in the wrong place.
Dispatch sometimes can only relay a string of numbers that were given to them. It is often up to
the OIC to decode the numbers and determine a location. Sometimes it can be obvious. Other
times, coordinates may have to be entered into the computer in 2 or 3 formats to determine the
most likely location of the incident.
3. Demonstrate how to do the following tasks with the GCSAR computer mapping program (currently
NGS TOPO):
A. When given field coordinates in any format, determine the location of those coordinates.
B. Plot and track positions of field teams.
C. Determine distances and bearings.
D. Transfer data between computer and GPS units.
E. Develop and print maps.
Skill-based
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Tracking
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Explain tracking strategy.
Trackers should be called as early as possible in an incident. They start working from either the
PLS or LKP to determine a direction of travel, possibly using the step-by-step method. People and
vehicles should be kept away from tracks to avoid destruction of those tracks or evidence. Once
a direction of travel has been determined, teams can be assigned to perimeter cut for sign at
distances that might allow for the track to be positively identified farther from the PLS or LKP.
However, a tracking team is kept on the initial set of tracks or those tracks are marked and
flagged so that the tracking team can return to them if necessary. All possible precautions are
taken to preserve any tracks.
2. Explain the following tracking terms:
A. Aging: Process for determining the time lapse since sign was made. Factors considered when
determining the age of sign include wind, rain, sun, and anything else that might have altered
the appearance of the sign since it was created.
B. Barriers: Man-made or natural objects that could have an effect on the direction the subject
would take. A barrier would cause the subject to go over it, around it, or change direction.
C. Containment: The process of assuring that your subject does not leave the search area
without your knowledge. Methods of containment include track traps, lookouts, natural
barriers, etc.
D. Flagging: Vegetation pushed forward from footfall or someone's passage is called flagging.
Direction of travel can be determined by the direction of the flagging. The term can also be used
to describe the disturbance of leaves or branch entanglement.
E. Flankers: Tracking team members on the sides of or behind the point person whose prime
responsibility is to watch for sign leaving or entering the prime sign area.
F. Heel Marks: The curved mark or depression on the ground surface made by the impact of the
rear of the foot during a normal walking motion.
G. Kick: A scattering of debris in the direction of travel caused by the impact of footwear on the
ground.
H. Light Angle: The angle from which the track is lit. Light angle can have a profound effect on
the visibility of the track.
I. Line of Sign: A progressive line of evidence indicating a route of travel.
J. LKP: Last Known Point. The place where, according to evidence, the quarry being tracked is
last known to have been.
K. Perimeter Cut: Looking for sign around the perimeter of a search area primarily to confine,
eliminate or identify a search area and help determine a direction of travel.
L. PLS: Point Last Seen. The last place the subject was seen by a witness.
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M. Point Person: The lead person on the tracking team who has the primary responsibility of
locating and following the prime sign.
N. Primary Sign Area: The immediate area around a track where the next track or sign should
be located. In the step-by-step method, the term is used to describe an arc at the end of a
tracking stick where the next sign should appear.
O. Sign: All evidence of change from the natural state that is inflicted on the environment by
someone or something.
P. Sign Cutting: Attempting to locate sign in order to establish a starting point from which to
track. When multiple teams are tracking, sign cutting can be used to advance the prime sign in
an organized manner.
Q. Sign Cutting Stick: Also known as a Tracking Stick. A stick or pole that serves as a visual aid
in determining the primary sign area. There are several methods for marking the size of the
track and stride on the stick.
R. Step by Step Tracking: A methodical, and usually slow, stride-based method of tracking in
which trackers try to identify every individual track or sign left by the subject.
S. Stride Interval: The distance from one point of a track to another point of the next track.
There are 2 main types of stride interval. Inside Stride is usually defined as the distance from the
toe of one track to the heel of the next track. Outside stride is usually defined as the distance
from the heel of one track to the heel of the next track.
T. Toe Dig: The indented mark of the toe created by a normal walking motion caused by the
bending of the foot as weight is transferred forward from the ball of the foot to the toe and on to
the next step.
U. Track or Print: An impression or mark left from the passage of someone or something that
can be positively identified as being man or animal.
V. Track Trap: A natural or manmade area, usually soft earth or sand, that will readily display
tracks or evidence of human passage.
W. Transfer: Soil, debris, vegetation, or other evidence that is collected on footwear and is
deposited in subsequent tracks or sign.
3. Identify and explain equipment that a tracker should carry.
A. Tracking stick: To assist in the location of the next track in the step-by-step method.
B. 36" tape measure: For measuring stride, etc.
C. Paper and pencil: For drawing tracks and keeping records.
D. GPS, compass, map: For marking locations of sign or tracks and determining direction of
travel and possible destinations.
E. Mirror and flashlight: Both can be used to light tracks from a lower angle so that better detail
can be seen.
F. Flagging: Useful for marking locations of tracks
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4. Explain the procedure for step-by-step tracking, including the setup and use of a tracking stick.
Step-by-step tracking is a slow, methodical system of tracking in which members of the tracking
team try to identify nearly every track left by the subject. Once a stride is determined, a tracking
stick is marked using rubber bands or another method of indicating the stride (and often the
track size) on the stick. The stick should be set up so that the distance from the tip of the stick to
the marker is the same distance as the outside stride. When the marker is placed at the heel or
rear of a known track, the tip of the stick will point to the area where the heel of the next track
should be located. When positioned on the known track, the stick is swept slowly in an arc back
and forth pointing in the general direction of travel. The next track should be found somewhere
along that arc. The Tracking Stick or Sign-Cutting Stick is simply a visual aid that helps focus
attention on a small area where the next track should be found.
5. Explain and demonstrate the methods for labeling tracks in the field. (pg. 215)
Full tracks are usually circled. Full or partial tracks can be labeled as either the left or right foot
by first drawing a semicircle encompassing the rear of the track. If it is a right track, a short hash
mark is drawn to the right of the arc (the mark will resemble a measuring cup with a straight
handle). If it is a left track, the mark is drawn to the left of the semicircle. Be consistent and
communicate your method of marking to other trackers that may be working on the same
incident. Use a method that does not disturb the tracks. When a full, highly-detailed print is
found, its location should be marked and preserved.
6. Explain how to preserve and document tracks and evidence. (pg. 218)
Any track or sign may be crucial evidence. Immediately report any evidence and its location to
Incident Command. Do not touch it unless otherwise directed. Tracks, clues, or any other
evidence must be preserved and protected from contamination. It should be marked or flagged.
Limit the number of people and vehicles in the area of the sign and make sure anyone in the area
is aware of the location of the sign or evidence. You may be asked to document the tracks or
evidence with a photograph, written description, or drawing.
7. Explain the job of each member of a tracking team. (pg. 215)
A tracking team is usually comprised of three people. The team consists of a Point Person and
two Flankers. The Point Person is responsible for actually locating and following the tracks and
coordinating the efforts of the team. The two Flankers are located on either side of and slightly
behind the Point Person. Their duties include watching for sign entering or leaving the prime
sign area, watching for hazards, or cutting for sign if the track is lost. A three-person team also
allows for rotation of team members to combat fatigue.
8. Explain the procedure to follow when tracks are lost.
If possible, leave someone at the last verified track until the next track is located. At the very
least, mark and flag the track and mark a waypoint in your GPS. Search for sign that will lead to
the next track.
9. List aspects of a track that should be included in drawings or radio descriptions of a track. (pg. 217)
A. Subject heading
B. Ground Surface
C. Approximate age of track
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D. Basic footwear type (heel, no heel, hiking boot, tennis shoe, etc.)
E. Measurements of the overall length and width of the track
F. Measurements of specific portions of the track (heel, ball of foot, etc.)
G. Shape of the toe and heel (leading edge of heel, pointed toe, etc)
H. Specific shapes of lugs or other markings or patterns in the track
I. Inside or outside stride measurement (specify)
J. Subject behavior (wandering, straight line, etc)
10. Explain various methods of determining the age of tracks.
One of the first things many trackers do is study their own tracks in the area of the subject's
tracks. This is called indexing. The difference between the tracker's fresh tracks and the
subject's tracks can give an immediate clue as to the age of the tracks. Aging is most accurately
determined by relating the conditions and appearance of the track to environmental conditions
and weather history. Obviously, weather and soil type have a profound effect on tracks. Tracks
are greatly affected by wind, rain, humidity, frost, sun, temperature and other weather
conditions. Knowing recent weather patterns will aid in aging tracks. A few characteristics of a
track that can give an indication of its age include color, the sharpness of lines, wind-deposited
debris, color and bruising of disturbed vegetation, surface crust or texture in the track, insect
activity, and many more. Any of these characteristics can be compared to the index track to give
an idea as to the relative age of the subject's track.
11. Name the senses that are used while tracking and describe how they are used.
While tracking is primarily a visual pursuit, it is advantageous to use all of your senses, including
hearing, smell, and touch. Listen for the sounds of animals being disturbed. The absence of
sound could also be a clue. Stop periodically and listen for the subject you are tracking. In some
situations, freshly disturbed earth or vegetation can have a distinct smell. You might be able to
smell smoke from a signal fire before seeing it. And touching a track with your fingers can often
give an indication as to the age of the track relative to the adjacent untracked soil.
12. Describe how light angle affects the visibility of the track and ways to manipulate light angle.
A lower angle of light makes it easier to see the track itself or detail in the track. Tracking in the
early morning or late afternoon can be advantageous because of the low angle of the sunlight.
Light can also be manipulated. A small mirror or reflective surface can be placed next to the
track to reflect light at a low angle across the track and bring out more detail. The reflected light
can be rotated completely around the track to provide the best view. There are situations when
it will be easier to see sign with the light behind you, such as when tracking through a field of tall
grass looking for shine.
13. Identify special procedures and equipment used in night tracking. (pg. 214)
Tracking at night gives the tracker complete control over light angle, which has a huge effect on
track visibility. A good light is invaluable for night tracking. Desirable traits of tracking lights
include low brightness and a relatively diffuse beam. Some people claim to have great luck with
small, colored, key-chain-type micro lights. Lights can be placed low on sticks or attached low on
the legs of the trackers.
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First Aid and Patient Care
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Be current in:
A. CPR Certification (American Heart Association Standards or equivalent)
B. Basic First Aid for Health Care Providers
2. Describe precautions to be taken before treating an injured person.
A. Evaluate scene safety
B. Wear appropriate personal protective equipment
C. Identify yourself and ask for permission to examine and treat the subject
3. Demonstrate the ability to perform an Initial Assessment.
Skill-based
4. Explain the patient care protocol now known as CAB .
The CAB protocol for CPR has replaced the former "ABC's of CPR." The acronym was developed
as a memory aid for first aid personnel. "C" stands for Compressions. "A" stands for Airway. "B"
stands for Breathing. With the new CAB algorithm, first check for breathing in an unresponsive
subject. If no productive breaths are detected, immediately begin compressions at a rate of 100120 per minute. After 30 compressions, then you can open the airway and give two breaths
before resuming the cycle of compressions and breaths. The ABC order was causing delays in
compressions as rescuers struggled to open the airway and/or get a proper seal to give breaths.
5. Describe accepted methods for controlling bleeding.
A. Application of direct pressure: Place a dry, sterile dressing directly on the wound and press on
it with your gloved hand. Pressing on the wound restricts the blood flow through the wound and
allows normal clotting to occur. If you do not have a sterile dressing or gauze bandage, use the
cleanest cloth available. A pressure bandage can also be applied.
B. Elevation of the body part: If direct pressure does not stop external bleeding from an
extremity, elevate the injured arm or leg above the level of the heart while maintaining direct
pressure, if the patient's injuries permit elevation.
C. Application of pressure at a pressure point: If the combination of direct pressure and
elevation does not control bleeding, slow the flow of blood into the limb by compressing the
major artery supplying the area against an underlying bone at specific pressure points.
6. Identify the signs and symptoms, and describe general treatment for shock.
Shock is defined as a failure of the circulatory system. It is a life-threatening condition in which
the circulatory system fails to adequately circulate oxygen-rich blood to the organs of the body.
While there are several types and causes of shock, symptoms and treatment can be generalized.
Signs and symptoms can include some or all of the following:
A. Confusion, restlessness, irritability or anxiety. In severe cases, the patient may lose
consciousness. Any change in mental status may be significant.
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B. Cold, clammy, sweaty, and pale skin
C. Rapid and weak pulse
D. Increased capillary refill time
E. Rapid breathing
F. Nausea and vomiting
G. Weakness or fainting
H. Thirst
General treatment for shock includes the following steps:
A. If there is no head injury, discomfort, or difficulty breathing, lay the patient flat on his
or her back on a horizontal surface and elevate the legs about 12 inches. If you suspect
head, neck or back injury, do not move the subject and do not elevate the legs.
B. Monitor the patient's ABC's. Provide care for any airway, breathing or circulation
problem.
C. Help the patient rest comfortably.
D. Provide reassurance.
E. Maintain the patient's body temperature.
F. Do not give the patient anything to eat or drink.
G. Administer oxygen if trained to do so.
H. Call advanced medical personnel immediately.
7. Identify the signs and symptoms, and describe basic treatment for the following:
A. Dehydration
B. Heat Cramps
C. Heat Exhaustion
D. Heat Stroke
E. Hyponatremia
F. Frostbite
G. Hypothermia
H. Insect Bites
I. Snake Bites
J. Exposure to poisonous plants.
A. Dehydration: Signs and symptoms include increased thirst, dry mouth and swollen tongue,
weakness, dizziness, confusion, sluggishness, headache, fainting, and dry skin when the person
should be sweating. Treatment includes having the subject sip small amounts of water or liquid
containing carbohydrates or electrolytes, such as Gatorade. If the subject has been exercising
and has already been drinking excessive amounts of water, he or she may be suffering from
Hyponatremia, so Gatorade is the better choice. Keep the person as cool as possible, perhaps
using evaporative methods to cool them.
B. Heat Cramps: Cramps can be the earliest symptom of a heat-related illness. Heat
emergencies fall into 3 stages of increasing severity: heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and
heatstroke. In the heat cramp stage, there is usually significant sweating with involuntary
spasms of the large muscles in the body. The muscles that cramp are usually those that have
been stressed. Treatment involves cooling the subject, having them drink plenty of fluids, and
gently stretching the muscles that are cramping.
C. Heat Exhaustion: Signs and symptoms include profuse sweating, confusion, dizziness,
headache, nausea, cool and clammy skin, rapid heartbeat, and a normal body temperature.
Treatment involves cooling the patient and giving fluids to drink if the person is conscious.
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D. Heat Stroke: A person suffering from heat stroke might be unconscious or semiconscious.
The individual's skin will be hot, red and dry from lack of sweating. The subject will have a high
body temperature, a rapid and weak pulse, and rapid shallow breathing. Heatstroke is a lifethreatening emergency that requires immediate cooling of the subject. If the patient is
conscious, give electrolytes to drink.
E. Hyponatremia: This is a condition in which the amount of electrolytes in the blood is lower
than normal, either from an underlying medical condition or from drinking too much plain water
during endurance sports. Signs and symptoms are subtle and may be similar to dehydration.
Treatment involves having the subject drink fluids containing electrolytes, such as Gatorade, or
eat salty foods. Do not give plain water.
F. Frostbite: Initial symptoms of superficial frostbite include numbness and bright redness.
Eventually, the area loses color and changes to pale white. There may be a loss of feeling in the
affected body part and a tingling sensation as the area is re-warmed. In deep frostbite, the skin
appears white and waxy and feels firm. Swelling and blisters may be present. When re-warmed,
the affected area may appear red, with areas of blue and purple. Treatment for superficial
frostbite involves gently re-warming the affected area, perhaps by placing it against a warm
body part. Deep frostbite requires immediate advanced medical attention. Remove wet clothing
and jewelry, loosely cover the affected area with dry dressings or bandages, and try to prevent
movement of the affected area. Never rub a frostbitten area.
G. Hypothermia: Signs and symptoms include shivering, decreasing level of consciousness,
sleepiness, lack of coordination, rigid muscles, and slowed reactions. The subject's skin will be
cool, even in the core area of the body. Treatment involves gently removing any wet clothing,
drying the victim, and gradually re-warming the subject. Do not warm the victim too quickly. If
the subject is fully conscious, give him or her hot sugary, non-alcoholic, non-caffeinated liquids.
H. Insect Bites: A subject with an insect bite may experience localized swelling, redness, and
pain. Treatment involves removing the stinger, if present, cleaning and covering the site, and
applying a cold pack. Keep the patient calm. Observe the victim for signs of anaphylactic shock
and treat for shock if necessary.
I. Snake Bites: Signs and symptoms include immediate pain at the bite site, swelling and
tenderness, and possibly fainting, sweating, nausea and vomiting. Treat the subject by washing
the site of the bite, keeping the bitten part still and lower than the heart, and monitoring for
signs of shock. Do not apply ice or a cold pack. Arrange for prompt transport.
J. Exposure to poisonous plants: Signs and symptoms can include redness, itching, a rash, or
oozing sores. Treatment involves washing the affected area thoroughly and applying a cold
compress. Remove and thoroughly wash any clothing or equipment (such as rope) that came in
contact with the plant. Apply topical creams designed to relieve itching.
8. Demonstrate proper splinting for a variety of broken bones.
Skill-based
9. Identify methods for protecting a patient from different aspects of the environment during a
carryout.
A. Litter shields or helmets for protection from sticks, branches, falling rocks, sand, sun, etc.
B. Various methods of thermal protection such as blankets or sleeping bags
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10. Explain Suspension Trauma.
Suspension trauma, also known as orthostatic shock, is a result of blood flow restriction while
suspended motionless in a harness. Restriction from the harness straps plays a role in
suspension trauma, but the chief contributing factor is lack of muscular motion which would
normally keep blood circulating throughout the body. Without motion, blood collects or “pools”
inside the dangling legs. As the blood supply to the brain decreases, the heart beats faster, the
subject feels lightheaded and then loses consciousness. Permanent and irreversible damage
quickly develops in the oxygen-starved brain and kidneys. If left unconscious for more than a
few minutes, the subject will die. Reasons for the individual to pause motionless on a rope could
include exhaustion, hypoglycemia, hypothermia, injuries, technical problems or mental problems
such as fear.
11. Explain how to reduce the chance of Suspension Trauma in a suspended person.
If someone is stranded in a harness but has something to kick against or stand on (such as a rock
ledge or foot loop), it is helpful for them to use their leg muscles by periodically pushing against
the object to keep blood circulating. Obviously, an unconscious or injured person may not be
able to do so. However, keeping the legs moving can be both beneficial and dangerous for a
suspended subject. Exercising the leg muscles will keep the blood returning to the torso, but as
the movements become weaker, the leg muscles will continue to demand blood and will become
less effective at returning it to the body. The moment the victim ceases leg movement, the blood
will immediately start to pool. "Pedaling an imaginary bicycle" should only be used as a lastditch effort to prolong consciousness, because as soon as the "pedaling" stops, fainting will
shortly follow. If it is impossible to rescue someone immediately, then rig a rope or webbing to
raise the person's legs to a sitting position.
12. Demonstrate knowledge of where equipment and supplies are stored on Grand County
ambulances.
Skill-based
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Hazardous Materials
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Define a hazardous material.
A hazardous material is a substance or material which, because of its chemical, physical or
biological nature, poses a potential risk to life, health, safety or property if released.
2. Explain Search and Rescue's role in a Hazardous Material incident.
A. Recognize the potential threat.
B. Alert the proper emergency response personnel.
C. Know how to identify the material, if possible.
D. Protect yourself and others.
E. Isolate the scene by restricting or rerouting traffic and conducting an evacuation, if necessary.
F. Assist in providing first aid.
G. Avoid becoming part of the problem. Do not approach too closely.
3. Explain the ways hazardous materials can enter the body.
A. Absorption: A material can be absorbed through the skin or enter through a cut in the skin.
Some chemicals can be absorbed regardless of the skin's condition, so protective gear should be
worn to prevent absorption. Eyes are particularly sensitive to toxic substances; since capillaries
are near the surface, the substance can be absorbed by the bloodstream more readily.
B. Injection: Injection occurs when a contaminated object pierces the skin. It could be a needle
or any sharp object such as glass or metal fragments. With injection, the hazardous material
enters the blood stream immediately.
C. Ingestion: A hazardous material can contaminate something which is eaten either on purpose
or inadvertently. Chemicals can be ingested if they are left on hands or clothing or accidentally
contaminate food or drinks.
D. Inhalation: This occurs when the substance (gas, dust, etc.) is inhaled into the lungs. While
some hazardous materials can cause nose, eye or throat irritation or have an obvious smell,
many chemicals can be inhaled without providing any sensory warning.
4. Describe methods of recognizing when hazardous materials might be present.
While there may sometimes be sensory clues that a hazardous material is present, those sensory
clues are the least dependable and most dangerous method of detecting a hazardous material.
If you notice an area that has a terrible smell, your eyes water, your skin is irritated or you begin
to cough or feel nauseous, leave immediately and notify the proper authorities. Sometimes there
are physical signs that a hazardous material could be present. Physical signs might include
numerous dead animals, birds, or fish, unusual bare spots in the ground such as dead or
discolored vegetation when there is no current drought, lack of normal insect activity, the
presence of metal drums or other specially designed containers, oily water, etc. Vehicles carrying
hazardous materials in certain quantities are required to display DOT placards. However, many
vehicles (such as UPS) are not required to be placarded when carrying smaller quantities of
potentially hazardous materials.
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5. Describe methods of hazardous materials identification.
A. NFPA 704: This is a system for hazardous materials identification maintained by the National
Fire Protection Association. It is used on stationary storage tanks and smaller containers in fixed
facilities. Placards and labels are diamond-shaped with color-coded quadrants indicating the
type of hazard and a number indicating severity. The blue quadrant indicates health hazard
level. Red indicates flammability hazard. Yellow indicates chemical instability or reactivity. The
white quadrant can be used to indicate a "special notice" such as dangerous reactivity with
water or radioactivity. The numbers range from 0 to 4, with 4 being the highest hazard level.
Use of the system is voluntary unless specified by local codes.
B. DOT: The U.S. Department of Transportation regulates the transport of hazardous materials.
DOT labels and placards identify the class of material and the specific material being
transported. Hazardous materials containers in transportation are required to be appropriately
labeled and the vehicle placarded when the hazardous materials’ gross aggregate weight
exceeds 1001 pounds. Some hazardous materials are required to be labeled and placarded
regardless of the amount being transported. The color of the placard indicates the general class
of hazardous material. Large identification numbers or letters on the placards designate the
specific substance.
C. Shipping papers: Any carrier transporting hazardous materials is required to carry shipping
papers indicating the specific material and amounts of the material being transported. Those
papers are required to be kept in specific locations, depending on the mode of transport.
D. Safety Data Sheets (SDS): OSHA requires chemical manufacturers and importers to evaluate
the chemicals they produce or import and provide hazard information to employers and workers
by putting labels on containers and preparing material safety data sheets. OSHA requires certain
information to be included in the SDS. The SDS includes information such as physical data
(melting point, boiling point, flash point, etc.), toxicity, health effects, first aid, reactivity,
storage, disposal, protective equipment, and spill-handling procedures. The SDS is required to be
available to employees working with the substance and also to fire departments and emergency
planning officials.
E. Emergency Response Guidebook: This is the "little orange book" developed by the U.S.
Department of Transportation in cooperation with similar agencies in surrounding countries. It
outlines hazards and response recommendations for all hazardous materials. All SAR members,
when given either the name or identification number of a hazardous material, should be able to
use this book to identify the material, the hazards of the material, and the recommended
response procedures for any incident involving the material.
6. Describe potential locations where hazardous materials might be found.
Some locations will obviously contain hazardous materials. In rural areas, hazardous materials
could be found in locations that might not be so obvious.
A. Illegal drug labs (homes, cabins, camps, vehicles)
B. Dump sites (legal or illegal)
C. Farms and ranches that use pesticides (organic or otherwise)
D. Abandoned mines
E. Persons who commit suicide by chemical.
F. Chemical manufacturing businesses
G. Businesses that use chemicals in their facilities
H. Shipping routes
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I. Local retailers
J. Gas and LPG storage sites
K. Storage units
L. Pools and culinary water systems
M. Potential terrorist targets
7. It is recommended that Search and Rescue personnel take FEMA's Independent Study Program
Course IS-5.a, An Introduction to Hazardous Materials. The 10-hour course is available online at
FEMA's website.
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Crime Scene Operations
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Explain the following terms or concepts related to a possible crime scene:
A. Agent for law enforcement
B. Exclusionary Rule
C. Exigent Circumstances
D. Reasonable expectation of privacy
E. Plain view doctrine
F. Revoking a consent to search
A. Agent for law enforcement: Anyone who does anything under the direction of a law
enforcement officer is his agent. Since Search and Rescue in Utah works under law enforcement,
all SAR members are agents of law enforcement. Thus, SAR members are required to follow all
laws, including laws pertaining to search and seizure. All items of evidence collected by SAR
members are to be turned over to law enforcement immediately and are not to be used for their
private use or passed on to other individuals or agencies.
B. Exclusionary rule: Evidence which has been seized or obtained illegally by law enforcement
officers will not be admitted as evidence into a criminal trial.
C. Exigent Circumstances: Circumstances so urgent that they justify a warrantless entry and
search and seizure by law enforcement officers when a warrant would have ordinarily been
required.
D. Reasonable expectation of privacy: Under reasonable circumstances, a person has a right to
expect privacy. Husband and wife, boyfriend and girlfriend, or any other persons living together
have an expectation of privacy. Evidence not in plain view could be excluded from court.
E. Plain view doctrine: The observation by a law enforcement officer of evidence which is in plain
view and not concealed. The evidence can be seized without a warrant as long as the officer is at
the location legally.
F. Revoking a consent to search: A consent to search can be withdrawn or limited by the person
giving the consent at any time prior to the completion of the search. If consent is withdrawn,
you must stop searching at that point and secure a search warrant.
2. Explain Key Aspects of Crime Scene Procedure for SAR Personnel.
A. Work Together: It is imperative that Search and Rescue work together with Law Enforcement
at a crime scene. The actions of all involved are directly related to the successful processing and
recovery of the physical evidence at the scene. In most instances where a crime has been
committed, law enforcement will be there to take charge. If law enforcement has not yet
arrived, it is the responsibility of the first responder on scene to take charge until law
enforcement arrives. That person must do the same things to protect the scene that the first
officer would do. The time to prepare for court is the moment you arrive at the scene.
B. Mental Preparation: The first thing to do while en route to a crime scene is to think. Arrive at
the scene with a mental plan. Use what you know about the call and develop scenarios about
what may have happened and what your response should be to a given set of circumstances. Be
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as prepared as possible for what will confront you at the scene. Any witnesses should be kept
separate until they can be interviewed.
C: Take charge of the situation: When you arrive as the first responder, take charge of the
situation. The priority is to evaluate and render first aid to the injured and summon the required
emergency units. When other units arrive, advise them where to go and how to enter the scene.
Keep all traffic entering and exiting the scene moving in a single direction that protects physical
evidence.
D. Safety First: Ensure your own safety and the safety of other responders. Determine if any
suspects have fled the scene and recognize other possible hazardous conditions so that you can
alert other responders. Always wear gloves at any crime scene. Other protective clothing might
include booties, Tyvek suits, goggles, etc.
E. Preserve Evidence: Unless a piece of evidence is in jeopardy of being contaminated or is a
hazard to others, touch nothing. Secure the scene by roping it off with barricade tape and have
someone maintain security at the tape. Pay attention and make notes. Mental notes are not
good enough. Make detailed written notes of what you observed and what you were told by
witnesses. Use your senses of smell, hearing, and eyesight when at a crime scene. By the time
investigators arrive, odors such as gasoline, kerosene, diesel fuel, cleaning agents, or drugs may
have dissipated. Evidence should be secured in place and not moved until law enforcement and
/or crime scene personnel can arrive. If weather elements may potentially damage the evidence,
try to protect the evidence in place (i.e.: tarp, etc). Evidence should only be disturbed if it is in
danger of being destroyed if left unprotected.
F. Establish a Perimeter: The perimeter of a crime scene should be established as soon as the
scene has been brought under control. This perimeter can be as small as 100 feet or as large as
several miles. It is always better to begin with a larger area and then reduce it as facts develop.
The objective is to safeguard evidence not yet discovered, such as shoe and tire impressions,
blood evidence, etc. An entry and exit corridor should also be established at this time. Anyone
entering or exiting the scene should use this path to maintain the integrity of the overall scene.
The rule is “one way in and one way out." Whenever possible, two perimeters should be
established. An outer perimeter can be for the staging area. The inner perimeter should be
restricted to crime scene units and detectives. A crime scene log should be kept. This log should
record all personnel who enter and exit the scene. Clear the scene of all unnecessary people and
keep the interior of the scene secure. At this point, Search and Rescue must wait for law
enforcement to arrive and take charge of the scene. The supervising detective may still have SAR
assist with perimeter security, evidence gathering, or other crime scene responsibilities. He may
also need SAR's expertise in water, land, and mountain rescue.
3. Explain the role of Search and Rescue in evidence collection.
You may be asked to assist in evidence collection. You cannot just think about the present when
collecting evidence. Work in the present while anticipating the future. Court cases could be
years away. Deputies will advise SAR members of any specific items that need to be collected.
4. Explain the procedure to follow if you are asked to collect evidence.
While the job of SAR members is usually to protect evidence rather than to collect it, obtain very
specific instructions from law enforcement if you are asked to collect any piece of evidence.
Different types of evidence require specific packaging techniques and containers.
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5. Explain evidence collection and documentation procedure.
Every piece of evidence must be documented with photography, placed in the rough crime scene
sketch, measured, cataloged, and then either processed at the scene or collected properly and
preserved for subsequent processing in the lab.
A written log of all collected items should contain the item number, description, location, and the
name of who collected it. All of the packaging should be sealed and dated. The seal consists of
completely taping the opening of the package and putting your initials and date so that half of it
is on the tape and half is on the package. The item number must also be written on the package.
6. Identify the 5 general categories of evidence.
1. Physical evidence: This can be something as large as an airplane or as small as a hair or tiny
piece of glass. Examples of this type of evidence include the body of a subject, firearms,
projectiles, shell casings, knives, axes, clubs, vehicles, bags, rope, tape, clothing, computers, cash,
perishable items and more.
2. Impression evidence: Examples of impression evidence include tire tracks, footprints, bite
marks or tool marks.
3. Fingerprint evidence: The three categories of fingerprint evidence are Latent (hidden) prints,
Patent (visible) prints, and Plastic (impressed) fingerprints.
4. Biological evidence: Blood, semen, bones, teeth, saliva and hair are all examples of biological
evidence.
5. Trace/Other evidence: Trace evidence is generally thought of as any type of evidence
occurring in sizes so small that can be transferred between two surfaces without being noticed.
This type of evidence can include hairs, fibers, paint chips, glass, wood and soil or dirt.
7. Explain the purpose of Crime Scene Photography and when SAR members are allowed to take
photos.
The purpose of photography is to present the scene to the court as it was when you were there.
All photographs taken are considered evidence and are not to be used for personal use or
released to anyone other than the agency in charge. Search and rescue members should only
take pictures at a crime scene at the request of the investigator in charge.
8. Explain the procedure to follow if you are asked to take photographs at a crime scene.
Start at the beginning of the scene. Show the progression of events. Photograph the approach.
After that, take photographs from the point of entry to the point of exit. Working in an
organized, methodical manner will reduce the possibility that you will miss evidence.
Crime scene photographs must show the scene prior to any alterations. The scene must be
documented first with long range photographs, then medium range and finally close-ups. After
the initial scene documentation, evidence placards are put in place and another complete series
of long range, medium range and close-up photos are taken. Do not include your equipment or
other people in photos of the scene.
For a picture to be admissible in court, it must be a true and accurate depiction of the scene as it
appeared on the day the photograph was taken. Crime scene photographs should never be
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staged. If any items of evidence were moved prior to your arrival, they must be photographed
where you found them. Never replace items where they were originally found. This is staging.
9. What special procedures should be followed when including a scale in your photographs to
document the size of an object?
When photographing crime scenes, it may be necessary to include a scale to document the size
of an item. This is especially true when taking examination-quality photographs of fingerprints,
shoe and tire track impressions, bite marks, blood spatter, and tool mark impressions.
When photographing with a scale, take the picture of the evidence at a 90-degree angle. Fill the
frame and include the scale in the photo. Do not put the scale on the item of evidence. Place the
scale beside the item. Use at least an 8-megapixel camera and shoot the item in RAW format. If
RAW is not available, use the camera's highest-quality setting.
10. Explain the procedure for drawing a Crime Scene Diagram.
A diagram is a map of the scene showing the location where the incident took place. The
diagram must show where the scene is in relation to the area around it. If the diagram or map is
completed properly, anyone viewing the diagram will be able to return to the exact location and
find the center of the crime scene. When you have finished your diagrams ask yourself one
question: "If someone unfamiliar with this case were to look at my completed diagrams, would
that person be able to find the original scene, understand what took place, and put the listed
evidence back in the original locations?"
A rough sketch is often drawn at a crime scene. Search and rescue members can use their
mapping skills in completing the rough sketch. Final diagrams will be completed from the rough
sketch, so it is important that the sketch contain all of the information. The diagram should
contain accurate measurements, reference points, evidence locations, and any other items of
relative value.
11. Explain the 3 ways of taking measurements at a crime scene.
1. Triangulation Method: Measure from two fixed objects, known as reference points, which are
as far apart as practical. Do not use fence posts, trees, or objects that might subsequently be
removed or cut down. You might need to make your own reference points. This method is mainly
used for outdoor scenes.
2. Coordinate Method: This method involves measuring from two reference points at right
angles. It is most often used indoors.
3. Baseline Method: This method is most often used outdoors when there is a roadway from
which to measure. Stretch a straight tape between reference points and measure from that tape
to the evidence.
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Litter Operations (non-technical)
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Identify items in the GCSAR Litter Accessory Kit.
Blanket
Backraft (2) and pump
Blue impermeable sheet for backboard
Headblocks
Hand Warmers
C-Collar
Spider Straps
Plastic Tarp
2. Explain the differences in litter wheels used by GCSAR.
GCSAR uses two types of litter wheels. We use the Russ Anderson wheel with a fat ATV-type tire,
and the Cascade wheel with a skinny bicycle-type tire. The fat tire provides a smoother ride for
the patient on any surface, and floats better in sand. The skinny tire weighs less, rides 4 inches
higher, and is useful on slickrock or hard-packed trails.
3. Demonstrate the ability to attach both types of GCSAR's litter wheels to a litter.
Skill-based
4. Demonstrate assembly of a break-apart litter including attachment of handles, wheel and shield.
Skill-based
5. Demonstrate how to secure a patient into a litter using all of the following:
A. Backboard/Vacuum mattress
B. Backraft
C. Headblocks
D. Spider Straps
E. Litter Straps
F. Webbing
Skill-based
6. Identify items in the cold weather Hypo Kit and explain how they are used.
The Hypo Kit contains a tarp, 2 sleeping bags, pad, several space blankets, and hand warmers.
Use:
A. Spread the tarp in the litter or on the ground.
B. Place the pad on the tarp and a space blanket on the pad.
C. Place one of the sleeping bags on the space blanket.
D. Put the subject in the other sleeping bag on top of the first bag.
E. Place hand warmers under the subject’s arms, on the stomach, and by the feet.
F. Spread another space blanket on top of the subject.
G. Wrap the tarp up like a burrito.
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7. Identify the DoctorDown and explain its use.
The DoctorDown is a rescue wrap that can be used instead of the Hypo Kit. It is a self-contained
unit that provides adjustable warmth and environmental protection. It is simpler to use than the
Hypo Kit and has handles which make it easier to move the subject.
8. Explain the importance of balance when wheeling a litter.
When wheeling a litter, the wheel should bear the weight while the litter handlers provide
balance. There must be coordination between the handlers. If one end or side of the litter is
lifted or lowered, the handler on the other side will need to compensate. This often results in
"dueling litter carriers." If the litter is balanced correctly, none of the handlers should have to lift
excessively. Their job should be to balance the litter. The wheel does the carrying. Any tilt to
the litter seems magnified to the person in the litter.
9. Demonstrate the ability to work as a member of a litter team on a backcountry carryout.
Skill-based
10. Define "leapfrog" (aka caterpillar) as it is used in a litter carryout.
There are often obstacles on a trail that are too rugged for the litter carriers to negotiate without
assistance from other litter handlers. In these places, some of the handlers move ahead of the
litter and the litter is handed to them. Once the original handlers hand off the litter, they, in
turn, move around and ahead of the litter so it can be handed off to them. This process is
repeated as often as necessary to get the litter past the obstacle.
11. Demonstrate how to secure a litter to any of the GCSAR UTVs.
Skill-based
12. Demonstrate how to repack a litter so that it is ready for the next incident.
Skill-based
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Air Operations
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Identify at least 6 safety rules for personnel during helicopter operations.
1. Do not approach the helicopter until signaled by the pilot or crewmember.
2. Approach and depart from the side or front in view of the pilot (Blackhawks: side only).
3. Approach from the down slope side or from level ground.
4. STAY AWAY from the tail rotor and keep others away from it.
5. Wear proper PPE (goggles, earplugs, etc.).
6. Never carry anything over your head (carry tools horizontally).
7. Secure hats and helmets.
8. Keep landing area clear of loose articles.
9. Fasten seatbelt in helicopter and do not unfasten until directed by the pilot.
10. Re-fasten seat belt after exiting.
11. Do not throw anything from the helicopter.
2. Describe radio communications protocol during helicopter operations.
The LZ coordinator is the only person who should be talking with the pilot. Any other radio traffic
should be kept to a minimum until the helicopter is safely on the ground. Any clock reference is
from the pilot's perspective (i.e.: We are at your 3 o'clock)
3. Identify who ultimately decides what an aircraft will or will not do.
Two words: The Pilot.
4. Explain who can ask for a helicopter to be dispatched and how to do so.
EMS and the deputy can always ask for the medical helicopter to be dispatched. If SAR wants a
rescue helicopter, the request should go through a deputy. The deputy will ask dispatch to call
for the helicopter. The deputy or EMS can cancel the helicopter.
5. Identify the following aspects of a safety briefing:
A. When the briefing is given
B. Who gives the briefing
C. What information is contained in the briefing
A. When: The briefing is given before the mission or before anyone boards the helicopter.
B. Who: The briefing is given by the pilot or a crewmember.
C. The briefing will include:
1. Aircraft hazards
2. Seat belt and harness procedures
3. Loading and unloading procedures
4. Location of ELT, First Aid and Survival kits
5. Gear and cargo security
6. Fire extinguisher location
7. Fuel and electrical shut-off
8. Emergency egress and door operation
9. No smoking
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6. Explain how each of the following may affect the performance of a helicopter:
A. Wind
B. Altitude
C. Temperature
D. Humidity
E. Time of Day
A. Wind: Helicopters like to take off and land into the wind. However, they cannot fly in
excessively high winds or if the gust spread is too great.
B. Altitude: The performance of a helicopter decreases at higher altitudes because the air is
generally less dense than at lower altitudes. There is, essentially, less air for the helicopter rotors
to grab at higher elevations, so power must be increased to offset the thinner air. At lower
altitudes, the rotor blade is cutting through more dense air, which provides additional lift and
performance.
C. Temperature: As air heats up, it expands leaving fewer molecules of air in any given space.
Just as with altitude, this thinner air decreases the performance of the helicopter. With cooler
(thicker) air, additional lift is realized and performance is increased.
D. Humidity: Increased humidity decreases the density of the air, decreasing helicopter
performance. Humidity plays less of a role in air density than either temperature or altitude.
E. Time of Day: Since air is cooler (more dense) in the morning, flying missions early in the day
can maximize the performance of the helicopter.
7. Define "density altitude" and how it affects helicopter flight.
While it is important to understand how altitude, temperature, and humidity individually affect
aircraft performance, it is also important to know how the three conditions interact in what is
called density altitude. Density altitude is pressure altitude corrected for temperature and
humidity. Basically, density altitude is a measurement of air "thickness". It can have a profound
effect on aircraft performance. Air is said to be "thin" at higher elevations and "thick" at lower
elevations. When the air is thick, the rotor blade is cutting through more dense air, which
provides additional lift and increased performance. When the air is thinner or less dense,
helicopter performance is decreased. To compensate for loss of lift, power requirements must be
increased. At any given altitude, density altitude varies with temperature and, to a lesser
extent, humidity. It is important to note that high density altitudes may be present at lower
elevations on hot days because of the interaction of temperature and altitude.
8. Identify the requirements for a helispot or landing zone including:
A. Size
B. Slope
C. Obstacles and ground cover
D. Approach and departure paths
A. Size: The size of the LZ depends on the size of the helicopter, terrain, and wind. For the
helicopters we work with, an LZ of 100-120 feet square is usually sufficient. With no wind and a
hilltop or fin top LZ, or a smaller helicopter, you might be able to get by with a smaller area. The
pilot will always be the one to determine if he can land in the area you have chosen.
B. Slope: The slope should be relatively flat, with no more than a 1 foot in 10 foot slope.
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C. Obstacles and Ground Cover: The LZ should be clear of any obstructions such as trees,
fences, taller brush, etc. Try to envision where the touchdown pad (where the pilot might put the
skids) will be and make sure there are no obstructions within the larger safety circle or LZ. The
ground cover should be as firm as possible so that the problem of rotor-blown dust is minimized.
Always advise the pilot of taller obstacles in the area, even if they are outside of the actual LZ.
D. Approach and Departure Paths: Helicopters like to take off and land into the wind. Make
sure that there are no obstructions in those paths. Hilltop and ridge top landing zones are much
better than canyons. Always advise the pilot of any obstructions (power lines, canyon walls, etc)
in the approach and departure paths.
9. Describe precautions to be taken at the landing zone before the helicopter arrives or departs.
Clear the area of any vehicles and people. Make sure that anything which can be picked up by
the rotor wash (clothing, blankets, etc) is secured or removed from the area. Anyone near the LZ
should have proper PPE. At the EOC, close the bay doors.
10. Explain the following duties of the LZ or helispot manager:
A. Scene safety
B. Communication with the aircraft
C. Identification of the specific proposed landing location
D. Provision for a wind indicator
A. Scene Safety: See #8. The LZ manager should do this himself or assign someone to do so.
B. Communication with aircraft: The LZ manager should be the only person communicating
with the aircraft on the pre-determined channel (best to use a non-repeater channel). He will
advise the pilot of any hazards on the ground or in the area, wind, proposed location, and will
keep him updated about any changes.
C. Identification of location: The LZ manager should stand on or adjacent to the proposed
touchdown pad with his back to the wind and arms extended downwind until final approach.
The pilot will not always land exactly where you think he will.
D. Provision for a wind indicator: Many things can serve as wind indicators, in addition to the
LZ manager standing with his back to the wind and arms outstretched downwind. Prior to the
arrival of the helicopter, ribbon or flagging can be tied to bushes, antennas, fence posts, etc.
Windsocks and smoke canisters can be used. The LZ manager can also pick up some dirt and toss
it into the air.
11. Identify lighting requirements for a landing zone at night:
A. When the pilot is using night vision
B. When the pilot is not using night vision
A. With night vision: On-ground lighting at the LZ should be kept to a minimum with NO bright
lights being used. If possible, locate any lighting on the side or downwind of the LZ so that the
pilot is not looking into them on his final approach. The helicopter landing kit lights would be an
exception, and the pilot may even ask for those to be turned off.
B. Without night vision: Vehicle headlights or other bright lights may be used to designate the
LZ. Once the pilot has seen the LZ and checked it out, he may ask for the lighting to be reduced.
Again, try to illuminate the LZ from the sides or downwind so that the pilot is not blinded by the
lights on final approach.
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12. Explain when SAR personnel may approach the helicopter and how to approach.
SAR personnel should only approach the helicopter after the pilot or a crewmember has signaled
them to approach. Approach only from the front within view of the pilot. Never approach from
uphill. (With Blackhawks, approach from the side at the direction of the Crew Chief)
13. Identify 2 types of incidents in which the Direction Finder can be used.
The Direction Finder is used to locate aircraft Emergency Locator Transmitters or Personal
Locator Beacons carried by backcountry travelers.
14. Demonstrate use of the Direction Finder.
Skill-based, things to check:
A. Turning on and off
B. Deploying antennas
C. Choosing the frequency or channel
D. Proper sweep method
E. Using the Coarse and Fine modes and knowledge of the difference
F. Signal identification
G. Proper search pattern

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Differentiate between the general capabilities of a medical vs. a non-medical helicopter.
Sometimes the line between the two can be blurred. Generally, a medical helicopter is on-scene
only to treat and transport the patient. However, depending on the pilot and the mission, there
may be times when a medical helicopter will transport rescuers and gear to and from a location
or even help in a search. But this is not their job. Even though the new Classic Lifeguard
helicopter at the EOC is a medical helicopter, they will assist with transporting personnel and
equipment or with other SAR-related duties.
Non-medical helicopters are a tool for the rescuers. They are called when we need help with a
search or to transport gear and personnel during an incident. Non-medical helicopters will often
land in locations that the medical helicopters will not (depending on the pilot).
2. Identify various local and regional sources for helicopters or other air support functions.
Medical helicopters are in Moab, Grand Junction, the Wasatch Front (winch helo), Montrose or
Farmington.
Non-medical helicopters include the UHP helicopter and Classic Helicopters in either Vernal or
Page.
The closest CAP units are in Grand Junction or Price.
3. Explain types of incidents in which the Civil Air Patrol or civilian fixed-wing aircraft could prove
useful.
The Civil Air Patrol or civilian fixed-wing aircraft would be most useful in searches. Fixed-wing
aircraft can cover a great deal of ground in a short time. They can be used to fly roads or trails
or to fly grid patterns in the search area.
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Search Dogs
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Describe the capabilities and limitations of:
A. Tracking/Trailing Dogs
B. Air Scenting Dogs
C. Avalanche/Disaster Dogs
D. Human Remains Dogs/Cadaver Dogs
E. Water Dogs
A. Tracking/Trailing Dogs: These dogs follow a trail of scent left on the ground and in adjacent
vegetation. This trail typically consists of skin particles shed by the search subject. Tracking dogs
need a starting point such as a Point Last Seen and a scent article, though some may be able to
start tracking without a scent article if the trail is uncontaminated. They can also be used to rule
out the existence of a trail. They can work faster and in more difficult tracking conditions than
human trackers. They may not be as effective if the scent trail has been degraded by time, heat,
sunlight, winds, or heavy rain or snow.
B. Air Scenting Dogs: Whereas tracking dogs follow a particular trail of scent near the ground,
air scent dogs follow scent carried on air currents. They can search large areas with a higher
degree of efficiency than humans. Since they are detecting scent on air currents, the direction of
those air currents can often indicate where additional searchers or resources should be deployed.
Air scenting dogs may be less effective in high winds or when there is no wind. High winds can
scatter the scent making it harder to follow. If the air is not moving, the scent does not move
either. In that case, the dog must be closer to the subject to detect the scent.
C. Avalanche and Disaster Dogs: These dogs can locate people buried under many feet of snow
or debris and can search much faster than a team of foot searchers. The consistency of the
snow and the type of debris or collapse has an effect on how scent rises through the debris.
Depending on the type of collapse and the debris involved, the strongest scent may not be
directly above the buried subject.
D. Human Remains Dogs/Cadaver Dogs: These dogs search for the scent of human remains.
They are able to locate a deceased subject whether the remains are on the surface or buried.
Since human remains dogs are air scenting dogs, wind or lack or wind can have an effect on their
ability to locate a scent.
E. Water Dogs: When a body is under water, current transports skin particles and gases to the
surface. Water dogs detect the scent as it emerges from the water. A water dog will seldom be
able to pinpoint the exact location of the subject. After the dog detects a scent, water and air
currents must be analyzed to estimate the most likely location of the body.
2. Describe qualities of a good scent article and precautions to be taken in obtaining a scent article.
A good scent article is something that has had contact with or been handled by the search
subject, and is capable of absorbing and holding scent. It should not have been touched by
anyone else. When obtaining a scent article, do not handle it, hold it close to yourself, or breathe
on it until it has been properly bagged at the direction of the dog handler.
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3. Describe the role of the search crew in supporting the dog handler including:
A. Interaction with the dog
B. Navigation
C. Mapping
D. Safety
E. Water
A. Interaction with the dog: Ask for specific instructions from each dog handler.
B. Navigation: Carry a map, compass and GPS to assist in navigation. The search crew should
know its location on the map at all times. If working with an air scenting dog, the handler may
ask for assistance in navigating a specific search pattern.
C. Mapping: The search crew should tracklog where the dog team has traveled, and make
similar notations on a map. The dog handler may request that additional notes be kept. These
notes may include alerts, clues, times, and wind characteristics.
D. Safety: The search crew should be alert for hazards and warn the handler if the team (dog or
handler) is entering a dangerous area or is in any kind of danger.
E. Water: The search crew should carry extra water for the dog, whether or not it is requested
by the handler.
4. Identify local hazards that must be communicated to non-local dog handlers.
A non-local handler may not be aware of special hazards that exist in Grand County. The
primary hazard during warmer months is dehydration. Other hazards include hot sand, cactus,
excessive heat, and cliffs or ledges. The search crew should carry tweezers or fine-nosed pliers
for cactus removal.
5. Describe the effects of the following on capabilities of search dogs:
A. Wind Speed and Direction
B. Air Movement
C. Air Temperature
D. Humidity
E. Topography
F. Ground Cover/Vegetation
G. Precipitation
H. Time of Day
A. Wind Speed and Direction: Wind may disperse the scent, making the trail harder for a
trailing dog to follow. While an air scent dog needs some wind to work effectively, too much
wind disperses the scent and the absence of wind requires that the dog be closer to the subject
to detect a scent. Inconsistent wind direction can make the scent harder for the dog to follow.
B. Air Movement: Topographical features such as canyons or heated cliff faces and rocks can
cause air and scent to move in a direction that is different from the overall wind direction.
C. Air Temperature: High temperatures can cause the dog to overheat. Scent is harder to
detect at high temperatures or extremely low temperatures.
D. Humidity: Scent is easier to detect when humidity levels are high. Scent is harder to detect
when humidity levels are low.
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E. Topography: Topographical features can affect how air and scent move. If there is no wind,
air and scent will generally flow up a canyon or slope during the day, and down at night. Southfacing slopes may have lower relative humidity and higher temperatures than north-facing
slopes, which can affect the dog's ability to detect scent.
F. Ground Cover/Vegetation: Vegetation may be advantageous since it can hold scent and
keep it from scattering. It may also be a disadvantage if it blocks the dog's path.
G. Precipitation: Small amounts of rain can refresh a trail. Heavier precipitation can keep air
scent from moving or can wash a trail away. While snow can make scent easier to detect and
follow, it can also make travel difficult.
H. Time of Day: Since lower temperatures and higher humidity make scent easier to detect,
night and early morning are the best times to search.
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Urban Search and Rescue
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Explain a Family Emergency Plan and its importance for SAR members.
SAR members should develop a Family Emergency Plan and verify that it is implemented before
responding to an emergency that could possibly affect their family. The plan should designate
what to do, how to find each other, and how to communicate in an emergency. Emergency
personnel will perform better knowing that their family is safe.
2. Identify at least 5 special hazards which might be found in Urban SAR.
1. Damaged infrastructure (roads, bridges, communications): Assume all infrastructure has
been compromised. Although telephone and cell systems may have survived the disaster intact,
those systems may soon be overloaded by responder and/or public demands. Normal routes
may be blocked or may only be passable by ATV or foot.
2. Secondary collapse: Just because a structure has collapsed does not mean that it has
completely collapsed. Secondary collapses in unstable structures can be caused by rescue
activities, vibrations, explosions, aftershocks, or simply by gravity.
3. Falling material or flying objects: Winds are just one phenomenon that can cause displaced
material to become airborne. Rescue equipment vibrations can cause displaced debris to fall.
4. Falling or tripping hazards: Common tripping hazards are downed wires, electrical cords,
holes, damaged sidewalks and roads, protruding rebar, debris and litter.
5. Exposure to smoke, dust, etc.: PPE may be required. Contact lens wearers are especially
vulnerable to airborne dust.
6. Hazardous Materials: Containers may have been damaged and hazardous material released.
Normally safe chemicals can become hazardous when mixed with other materials. Two kinds of
exposure need to be considered. The first is direct exposure when entering an area that has been
contaminated. The second is indirect exposure from moving air or water.
7. Fire and explosion: Damaged facilities, downed power lines, leaking fuel, etc., are just a few
of the fire or explosion hazards that may be encountered.
8. Electrical hazards: Assume all downed power lines are live.
3. Give some examples of the following types of hazards in a disaster response:
A. Overhead Hazards
B. Ground Level Hazards
C. Below Grade Hazards
A. Overhead Hazards: Unstable structural elements, tree branches, power lines. Look up first.
Small non-structural elements may be the greatest hazards.
B. Ground Level Hazards: Unstable structures, tripping hazards, downed power lines, leaking
fuel.
C. Below Grade Hazards: Cave-ins, structural collapse, trapped gas, flooding, exposed utilities.
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4. Explain how normally vertical or horizontal lines in buildings can give clues about possible
structural instability.
If lines that would normally be vertical or horizontal are shifted so that they are at odd angles,
the building could be unstable. Signs could be out-of-square doors or windows that are difficult
to open or close, ceilings that are not at right angles to the walls, windows broken or forced out
of frames that are no longer rectangular in shape, or a broken connection between walls and
floor or ceiling.
5. Describe search techniques for structures.
When performing an interior search of a structure, consistency is crucial. Start with a pattern
and stay with that same pattern throughout the building. Follow walls in either a clockwise or
counterclockwise direction, and maintain the same pattern throughout the structure. It is
important for everyone on the search team to know which pattern will be used. Be vocal in your
search so that possible victims may hear you. Listen for a response.
6. Explain the standardized FEMA Task Force Search and Rescue Marking System. (pg. 72*)
A. A single slash down ( \ ) is drawn upon entry to a structure. This indicates that search
operations are in progress.
B. A crossing slash ( X ) is drawn when search personnel exit the structure. This forms an "X" on
the door or structure.
C. The rescue team identifier or call sign is written in the left quadrant of the X along with the
time of entry.
D. In the top quadrant of the X, the time and date that the search team left the structure is
written.
E. In the right quadrant, any personal hazards found in the structure or other important
information is written.
F. In the bottom quadrant, the number of live and/or dead victims is written. Put an "X" in the
bottom quadrant if no victims were found.
7. Explain the following terms related to building collapse (see Appendix D):
A. Void (pg. 82*)
B. Lean-to Collapse (pg. 82*)
C. V-Shape Collapse (pg. 82*)
D. Pancake Floor Collapse (pg. 82*)
E. Cantilever Floor Collapse (pg. 82*)
A. Void: Collapsed structures often create voids or open areas where people can be trapped.
Knowing the type of collapse can help determine where voids might be located.
B. Lean-to Collapse: This is a type of structural collapse in which one wall collapses, leaving the
floor or ceiling supported on one side only. A void is created under the section of floor that is still
suspended. Another possible location where people may be trapped is on the top of the
collapsed floor at the lowest level.
C. V-Shape Collapse: This is a type of structural collapse in which an interior supporting wall or
column collapses, or a heavy load causes the floor to collapse near the center. Potential areas
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where victims might be located are under the two suspended floor pieces and on top of the floor
in the middle of the V.
D. Pancake Floor Collapse: This occurs when all vertical supporting members fail allowing the
entire floor or ceiling to collapse onto the floor below. Voids can be formed by building contents
and debris wedged between the floors.
E. Cantilever Floor Collapse: A cantilever collapse is when one end of the floor hangs free
because one or more walls have failed. The floor is still in a near horizontal position supported
by the remaining wall. Victims can be trapped on top of or under the floors.
8. Describe how the Urban SAR command structure may differ from the typical SAR incident.
In the typical SAR incident, a sheriff’s deputy is the Incident Commander and the SAR OIC handles
Operations and possibly several other ICS responsibilities. An Urban SAR incident could involve
several agencies operating under a Unified Command, since more than one agency may have
responsibility for the response. In a Unified Command, all agencies with responsibility for the
incident participate in the decision-making process at the Command level. The internal GCSAR
command structure would remain the same, but most or all sections of the Incident Command
System might be activated.

(*NFPA 1670, 2009 Edition)
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Vehicle Awareness
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Have passed the GCSAR Off-Road Driving Class.
2. Have passed the Utah State Snowmobile Class.
3. Demonstrate a Pre-Departure Inspection for:
A. ATVs
B. Rescue UTVs
C. Snowmobiles
D. Personal Watercraft
E. Trailers
F. Boats
Skill-based, watch for:
ATVs: Started, tires, fuel, tie-down, seasonably appropriate gear
Rescue UTVs: same as above
Snowmobiles: start, fuel, safety gear
Personal Watercraft: start, fuel, safety gear, throw rope
Trailers: tires, tie-downs
Boats: See Boat Operations, # 1
4. Demonstrate procedures for loading any GCSAR vehicle onto a trailer and unloading it.
5. Demonstrate how to secure any GCSAR vehicle to a trailer.
6. Explain and demonstrate the procedure for connecting any GCSAR trailer to a tow vehicle.
The vehicle driver is responsible for hooking up the trailer. Only one person hooks up the trailer.
The hook-up is checked by a second person.
7. Identify Personal Protective Equipment to be used when driving or riding any GCSAR vehicle:
ATVs : Full-face helmets,
Rescue UTVs: Helmets (climbing helmets ok), seatbelts
Snowmobiles: Full Helmets, clothing appropriate for the season
Personal Watercraft: Helmets, PFD
Broncos and pickups: Seat belts
8. Explain the procedure for reporting problems with any GCSAR vehicle and for taking the vehicle out
of service.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Report the problem to the OIC or, if no OIC is available, call one of the equipment officers
Fill out an equipment problem report
Give the report to the OIC or put in meeting room box next to the door to the bays
Place a yellow tag on equipment that can still be safely used without further repair
Place a red tag on equipment that needs to be taken out of service
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9. Demonstrate the following signs used by spotters:
A. Straight Ahead
B. Turn to Driver
C. Turn to Passenger
D. Stop
A.
B.
C.
D.

Straight Ahead: Arms raised straight up above head
Turn to Driver: Arms raised above head and angled about 45 degrees to driver
Turn to Passenger: Arms raised above head and angled about 45 degrees to passenger
Stop: Arms crossed in an X in front of chest

10. Explain when a full-sized vehicle should be shifted into 4WD.
The time to shift into 4WD is before you need 4WD. On many roads or trails, this might be as
soon as you leave the pavement. Shift into 4WD when driving on surfaces that are sandy, loose,
snow-covered, muddy or wash boarded. If you wait until you need 4WD it could be too late or
you may cause damage to the trail.
11. Identify the proper fuel type for every GCSAR motorized vehicle.
Broncos/Trucks: regular
Polaris Rangers: regular
ATV's: regular
Large Boat: premium
Jet Boat: premium
Snowmobiles: premium
12. Identify the proper fuel type for the generators and light plant.
Light Plant - Diesel
Small generators - regular or premium
13. Identify and explain snowmobile riding positions.
Seated: This is the most commonly used riding position. To ride in this position, simply make
sure your feet are placed inside the foot wells located at the front of the running boards. Then,
with your hands gripping the handle bars, sit with your knees bent, leaning forward slightly.
Kneeling: The kneeling position allows you to lean forward and shift weight easily when
traveling uphill or on steeper terrain. To ride in this position place one of your knees on the seat
with your other foot planted firmly on the running board while leaning slightly forward.
Standing: The standing position allows for greater visibility while riding and is ideal to use while
climbing smaller hills or when approaching a crossing. To ride in this position, simply stand with
your feet planted firmly on the running boards and your torso leaning slightly forward.
Posting: Posting is a position that essentially uses the mechanics of your body as a shock
absorber on bumpy or rough trails. It involves placing yourself on your snowmobile in a forward
leaning semi-squatting position with your feet on the running boards and the posterior part of
your body elevated off the seat somewhat.
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Boat Operations
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Explain procedures that are unique to the boats that need to be checked prior to departure from
the EOC.
A. Fully inflate the boat with the electric pump.
B. Check that the boat is secured to the trailer.
C. Make sure required gear is on the boat (PFDs, Body Recovery Kit, extra fuel, throw ropes, etc)
D. Check that all PFDs and gear is clipped in or tied down.
E. Check fuel and oil.
F. Test start the motor.
G. Load winch power cable box.
H. Take roller tubes if necessary.
2. Demonstrate the ability to inflate each of the GCSAR boats to the proper pressure before leaving
the EOC and topping off the pressure at launch.
Skill-based
3. Identify when a PFD must be worn.
A PFD must be worn by anyone in the Hot or Warm zones as defined at the incident. In addition,
PFDs are required to be worn by anyone who is in the boat when it is on the river.
4. Demonstrate the procedure for donning and checking PFD's.
Skill-based
5. Identify some of the special hazards of river operations.
A. River hydraulics
B. Entrapment
C. Floating debris
D. Cold water and ice
E. Slippery rocks, mud, etc.
F. Shallow water, sand bars, and barely submerged rocks.
G. Motor exhaust during prolonged operations.
6. Explain how river flow is measured and the location of the most important measuring stations for
the local section of the Colorado, Green, and Dolores Rivers.
River flow is measured in cubic feet per second. Gauges measure how many cubic feet per
second pass a specific point on the river. One cubic foot of water equals approximately 7.5
gallons or 62.4 pounds of water.
USGS gauges measuring flow on the local section of the Colorado River are at Dewey and about
1.7 miles upriver from the Colorado-Utah state line. Dolores River measuring stations are about
9 miles up from the Colorado/Dolores confluence and at Dolores, CO. Green River measuring
stations are at Green River and Ouray, UT.
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7. Explain the main differences between the motor on the jet boat and the motor on the larger boat.
The motor on the larger boat is a 4-stroke engine. The motor on the smaller boat is a 2-stroke
engine which requires oil to be mixed with the fuel. Two-stroke engines are considerably noisier
than 4-stroke engines, and may require hearing protection. The larger boat is driven by a prop,
while the smaller boat features a jet foot which can operate in shallower water.
8. Explain fuel and oil requirements for each of the two motorized boats.
Both boats require premium fuel. The smaller jet boat has an oil reservoir on the motor which
also needs to be monitored. Use the proper two-cycle oil in the jet boat motor.
9. Identify procedures for starting the motor on each of the two motorized boats.
A. Check fuel/oil and test start briefly before leaving the EOC.
B. At the river, back the trailer so the motor is in the water and start the motor before the boat
is removed from the trailer.
C. Turn the battery master switch to the on position.
D. Place the shift lever in the neutral position.
E. Attach the key leash to the operator's PFD.
F. Turn the key on to start. Press the key in to choke while starting.
G. Warm up the motor before releasing the bow line.
10. Demonstrate installing the oars on the large boat.
Skill-based
11. Demonstrate knowledge of what equipment is stored on each of the GCSAR boats and where it is
stored.
Skill-based
12. Demonstrate procedures to assist the boat operator in launching and trailering any GCSAR boat.
Skill-based
13. Demonstrate how to tie any GCSAR boat to shore or to a dock cleat.
Skill-based
14. Demonstrate storage of the bow line once the motor is running on a GCSAR boat.
Skill-based
15. Demonstrate use of a throw bag.
Skill-based
16. Demonstrate the technique for pulling someone who is in the water into a SAR boat.
Skill-based
17. Explain special considerations for boat operations at night.
Night river operations pose additional risks and difficulties for the rescuers. Darkness not only
makes it harder to navigate the river, but it also makes it more difficult to keep track of
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resources. Limitations on visibility affect both the rescuer's communications with each other and
their search for the victim. Additional lighting should always be on the boat when night
operations are a possibility. Rescuers can also take passive measures to increase their visibility,
such as wearing reflective patches or clothing. Attaching chemlights or LazerBrites to PFDs can
also help visibility.
Temperatures can be considerably colder at night. Adequate clothing for the conditions should
always be carried.
18. Explain "end of mission" procedures that are unique to the boats and their trailers.
A. Tilt the motor up and engage the kickstand.
B. Turn the main battery switch to the off position.
C. Make sure the radio is stowed and the ammo box closed (check for water in box).
D. Secure all gear and PFDs before returning to the EOC.
E. Hang all wet gear up to dry (PFDs, throw ropes, etc.).
F. Grease trailer bearings (2 squirts per fitting should be enough to displace any water).
19. Identify signs that may indicate shallow water or other navigational hazards on the river.
A. Closely spaced ripples or what appears to be a rough surface to the water.
B. Pillows or domes of water that may indicate an obstacle.
C. Upstream V's, both large and small.
D. Floating debris.
E. A ridge or "horizon" where water immediately downstream is not visible.
F. A break or irregularity in a series of standing waves.
G. The roaring sound of whitewater.

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Identify radio relay requirements specific to river incidents.
Since the river is most often in a deep canyon, radio communication can be problematic. Relays
often need to be placed somewhere on top of the canyon. Sometimes several relays are
required. Placement of relays depends on the location of the incident. It may be advantageous
to use a portable repeater.
2. Explain information that needs to be in a Safety Talk prior to launch.
A. PFD donning procedures and checks
B. Bow line procedure
C. River hazards (entrapment, hydraulics)
D. Defensive swimming position
E. Throw rope procedure
E. Follow direction of boat operator (high-siding, etc.)
F. Emergency whistle or hand signals
G. Onshore hazards
3. Explain specific capabilities, limitations, and uses of:
A. The large boat with the prop
B. The smaller jet boat
C. The oar-powered cataraft
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D. Personal watercraft
E. The National park Service jet boat
A. The large boat with the prop: Used for river searches and rescues. This boat can carry a
heavier load than the jet boat. Since it is a prop-driven boat, shallow water can be problematic.
B. The smaller jet boat: Used for river searches and rescues. It is lighter and can be deployed
faster than the prop boat. It cannot carry as much of a load as the larger boat. Since it is jetdriven, it is more useful in low water situations than the larger boat.
C. The oar-powered cataraft: This boat can be launched or retrieved almost anywhere that the
river can be accessed. It is light enough to be carried by just a couple of people. It can be used
for fast access to victims, but cannot carry more than about 3 people.
D. Personal watercraft: These can be launched quickly for fast access either up or down the
river. They cannot carry more than one passenger. They have a history of being undependable,
so an alternative plan should also be developed. Special care needs to be exercised around
sandbars and shallow water.
E. The National Park Service jet boat: The NPS boat and operators are capable of accessing
areas difficult for the GCSAR boats and operators to access, such as a rescue or search that
requires uprunning Westwater. The NPS boat can carry a large number of people. It can
maneuver into and out of locations that would be difficult for either of the GCSAR motorized
boats. It can also be useful for night operations.
4. Demonstrate the ability to "read the river" or recognize the following and the implications of each:
A. Rocks or other mid-stream hazards.
B. Shallow water
C. Main current
D. Eddy and Eddy Fence
E. Frowning and Smiling Holes
F. Downstream V or Tongue
G. Upstream V
Skill-based
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Swiftwater Rescue
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Identify the hazard zones at a river or swiftwater incident and the minimum personal protective
equipment (PPE) required in each zone.
A. Hot Zone: This zone is in the water. Required PPE includes a PFD, helmet, whistle, a cutting
device and thermal protection.
B. Warm Zone: This zone extends 10 feet from the water's edge or may be determined by
terrain. PPE required includes a PFD and helmet.
C. Cold Zone: This zone is beyond the warm zone. No PPE is required.
2. Name 4 factors that determine if a shallow water crossing is possible. (pg. 77**)
1. Depth: Water depth, if it can be determined, is a limiting factor
2. Speed: Water velocity is usually the most obvious danger. Ankle deep water can move fast
enough to knock a rescuer off his feet.
3. Channel Bottom: This can be an obvious hazard as in the case of an extremely smooth or slick
surface, or an uneven boulder-strewn bottom.
4. Number of Rescuers: Shallow water crossing techniques usually require the availability of
several trained rescuers. Make sure you have adequate trained personnel before attempting a
potentially hazardous shallow water crossing.
3. Identify common hand signals used in water rescue. (pg. 73**)
A. One fist extended above head: Distress, need assistance
B. One hand on head: Okay or Are You Ok?
C. Two hands extended above head, then point left/right: Move, swim or move boat
D. One hand circling above head, then point left/right: Eddy out that direction
E. Both arms crossed in front of chest: Need medical kit and Help
(Note: Always "point positive" or away from danger. Point where TO GO)
4. Identify whistle blast signals used in water rescue.
A.
B.
C.
D.

One Blast: Stop, Attention, or Look at Me.
Two Blasts: Attention upstream, or going upstream.
Three Blasts: Attention downstream, or going downstream.
Continuous Blasts: Emergency or Help

5. Define Ferry Angle. (pg. 36**)
A ferry angle is about a 45-degree angle to the current vector. This does not necessarily mean a
45-degree angle to the river banks.
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6. Explain the Defensive Swimming Position. (pg. 37**)
In current, the swimmer should roll onto the back with both feet downstream, knees bent, and
one foot slightly lower than the other to feel for rocks. The heels should be kept slightly lower
than the buttocks. As contact is made with rocks, the swimmer can either flatten out to slide
over shallow rocks or use his feet to push off the rocks. Foot entrapment can occur if the
swimmer tries to stand up or stop himself from going downstream by pushing against the river
bottom with his feet.
7. Explain why a person should not attempt to stand up in swift-flowing water?
A person should not put his feet down or attempt to stand up in swift flowing water because of
the danger of foot entrapment. Even shallow, swift-flowing water can exert a tremendous
amount of force which can make it impossible to escape from a foot entrapment without
assistance.
8. Explain the job of the Upstream Spotters. (pg. 19**)
Always deploy upstream spotters above the location of the rescue operations, ideally on both
sides of the channel. Since rivers and major floods carry large amounts of debris, spotters with
whistles or radios can warn personnel at the rescue location of the imminent arrival of
dangerous objects. They can also warn other river traffic of the operation or hazard.
9. Explain why downstream backups are posted. (pg. 20**)
Always have multiple downstream backups. River rescue programs teach many different direct
rescue techniques that can also serve as backup techniques downstream. Those techniques can
include throw baggers on each bank, a rescue boat, or a length of inflated fire hose ready to
drop to swimmers from the downstream side of a bridge. Upstream traffic can also be advised.
10. Explain why a rope should never be tied to a swiftwater rescuer. (pg. 22**)
Rescuers have died clipped to a rope by a carabiner when they were trapped underwater by the
force of the current and unable to cut their way free. There are several rope-belayed methods
available for rescuers in a current. They all depend, however, on the rescuer's ability to get free
of the line if the water pressure becomes too great. Specialized rescue PFD's with quick release
mechanisms make it possible for a rescuer to be clipped to a line and still get free while using
high-risk rescue techniques, such as being lowered to an entrapped victim or plunging into a fastmoving channel to reach a victim.
11. Explain where rescuers should stand when tensioning a line across a river. (pg. 23**)
While tensioning a line across the river, stand on the upstream side of the rope and never stand
inside the bight. Stand outside the bight when pulling so that when the load becomes free and
the rope swings downriver, you won't be knocked over or injured.
12. Explain and demonstrate the ability to recognize the following hydrologic phenomena:
A. Holes (pg. 46**)
B. Strainer (pg. 47**)
C. Eddy (pg. 46**)
D. Downstream V or tongue (pg. 47**)
E. Upstream V
F. Pillow
G. Helical Flow
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A. Holes: Vertical reversal of water flow, where the pressure of water falling over a gradient,
such as a rock, causes the water at the base of the gradient to be forced downward into a loopstyle reversal and back to the surface at which point part of the water continues downstream
and part reverses back upstream to the base of the gradient. This reverse flow tends to be
hazardous because it can cause an object to be re-circulated in the hole.
B. Strainer: A buildup of debris such as rocks and logs which restricts downstream flow.
Strainers are dangerous due to underwater currents which may cause entrapment and
drowning.
C. Eddy: Horizontal reversal of water flow where the pressure of current along an obstacle (such
as a rock or curve in the bank) causes the water behind the obstacle to reverse flow upstream.
D. Downstream V or tongue: Hydraulic effect in the form of a V pointing downstream caused
by convergence of downstream water flow into the channels of least resistance. The largest
series of V's pointing downstream indicate the main channel.
E. Upstream V: A hydraulic effect in the form of a V pointing upstream caused by downstream
water flowing around an obstacle, such as a rock submerged just below the surface.
F. Pillow: A reaction feature that forms upstream of an obstacle in the river. The water pushes
up into a rounded shape, sometimes considerably higher than the surrounding water. The pillow
forms a cushion on the obstacle, which can push objects like boats away from the rock.
G. Helical Flow: The corkscrewing flow of water between the banks and the main current which
can pull an un-suspecting swimmer into the current. The friction of the water against the bank
causes the water next to the bank to flow in a corkscrew motion downstream between the banks
and the main current. Water along the bank dives down and surfaces next to the main current,
then flows back to the bank where it repeats the procedure. The main current, on the other
hand, flows downstream in laminar fashion, with layers of water moving at different speeds.
13. Explain the following steps as they relate to swiftwater rescue:
A. Teach
B. Reach (pg. 10**)
C. Throw (pg. 10**)
D. Row (pg. 10**)
E. Go - Tow (pg. 10**)
F. No Go
A. Teach: If possible, talk to the subject to try and get them to self-rescue or move to a more
secure position.
B. Reach: Try to reach the victim from the shore by extending something to them, such as a
ladder, pole, branch, etc.
C. Throw: Throw some type of flotation device or rope to the subject.
D. Row: Use an appropriate boat to rescue the subject.
E. Go - Tow: This involves actually getting in the water and trying to contact the subject. This
should only be attempted if other less risky options have failed or are not possible.
F. No Go: If other options are not possible or too dangerous, the option of not attempting the
rescue should be considered, at least until additional resources arrive.
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14. Explain why a rope to be used for in-water safety or stream crossings should not be tensioned
across flowing water at a right angle to the current. (pg. 22**)
When a line is tensioned directly across the current, downstream pressure will form a V at the
point of the rescuer and eventually make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the rescuer
to proceed farther along the rope because he/she will be fighting to go upstream on the line
from the bottom of the V. If the line is tensioned at a downstream angle of 45 degrees or
greater to the current, the force of the current will help the rescuer move across the river.
15. Explain why fire helmets or other helmets with large brims should not be used in swiftwater
rescue. (pg. 23**)
Helmets with large brims can scoop water in fast current and exert a considerable amount of
force on the neck of the rescuer. Flexion and extension injuries have been caused because
rescuers were wearing inappropriate helmets for swiftwater rescue.
16. Explain difficulties than can be encountered when contacting a victim in a swiftwater rescue.
Victims often undergo distinct psychological processes that make them dangerous to approach
or unable to assist in their own rescue. Do not count on the victim for help in his own rescue.
Victims often panic, are numbed by events, or are unable to follow simple directions. Their
reactions to imminent rescue can be difficult to predict. They may lunge at the rescuer or try to
climb on top of him. Always have a plan and be cautious when approaching a victim in the
water.

(**Whitewater Rescue Technician, Rescue 3 International, 2005)
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Technical Rescue
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Identify at least 5 rules of rope care. (pg. 264)
1. Do not stand or step on rope.
2. Do not drag a rope unnecessarily.
3. Protect rope from abrasion by padding abrasive edges and surfaces.
4. Remove knots as soon as possible.
5. Store ropes out of sunlight in a clean and dry environment.
6. Inspect for damage after every use.
7. Avoid nylon running across nylon.
8. Avoid high temperatures (no speed rappelling).
9. Keep rope logs.
10. Wash ropes when excessively soiled.
11. Do not store ropes wet.
12. Keep chemicals, acids and oils away from ropes.
2. Identify and explain the uses of:
A. Dynamic Rope
B. Static Rope
C. Tubular Webbing
D. Flat Webbing
A. Dynamic Rope: Dynamic ropes have considerable stretch and are used to belay a lead
climber where a fall is possible. The rope stretches to absorb the force generated by a fall.
B. Static Rope: Static ropes are constructed so that they have minimal stretch. They are used in
rescue systems for lowering and/or raising the rescuer and victim, and for access to the subject.
C. Tubular Webbing: This webbing has a tubular cross-section. It is the preferred type of
webbing for rigging because it is more flexible and easier to tie than flat webbing. The 1"
tubular webbing that we use has a tensile strength of 4000 pounds.
D. Flat Webbing: Flat webbing is used in the construction of commercial seat harnesses and
other sewn webbing products. A special type of flat webbing is manufactured for rigging. It is
stiffer than tubular webbing and does not accept knots as well, but can be easier to untie after
being loaded. Tensile strength of 1” flat rigging webbing is 6000 pounds.
3. Describe 3 types of Life Safety rope construction. (pg. 261)
1. Laid Rope: One of the most familiar designs, laid ropes are made by twisting bundles of fiber
around one another. Laid ropes may "untwist" when tensioned and are not used in rescue work.
2. Braided Rope: These ropes are constructed by weaving multiple strands together similar to
the way that hair is braided. They tend to stretch when loaded. Braided rope is used commonly
in some marine applications but is not used in rescue work.
3. Kernmantle Rope: Kernmantle construction is a hybrid style in which the kern, a high-strength
inner core, is covered by the mantle, an outer braided sheath. Kernmantle ropes are either static
(low-stretch) or dynamic (high-stretch). In static ropes, the core fibers are parallel for minimum
elongation. Static kernmantle ropes are the primary ropes used in rescue work.
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4. Identify the materials from which GCSAR's Life Safety ropes are constructed.
GCSAR's primary 7/16" static ropes have a nylon core and a polyester sheath. These materials
resist rot and have a high strength-to-weight ratio. They have good flexibility and the polyester
sheath has good abrasion and UV resistance.
The dynamic rope in the "Lead Climbing" pack is constructed of a nylon core and nylon sheath.
Nylon is lighter but slightly weaker than polyester and loses some strength when wet.
5. Explain any special considerations when hooking a tow vehicle to GCSAR's Technical Rescue Trailer.
Check to make sure that all doors are secure and that the drill batteries are not plugged into a
wall outlet at the EOC. Make sure there is no gear sitting right outside the trailer that belongs
inside. The driver of the tow vehicle should be aware that this trailer can get very bouncy on
rough roads.
6. Demonstrate knowledge of the location of gear in the Technical Rescue Trailer.
Skill-based
7. Explain the job of the Safety Officer at a Technical Rescue incident.
The job of the Safety Officer is to watch for hazards during setup and operation of a technical
rescue. The Safety Officer also performs a final safety check of systems and rescuers. The Safety
Officer has the authority to stop all technical operations until the safety hazard is corrected.
8. Explain who may yell or whistle "Stop" and why during a Technical Rescue operation.
Anyone on the SAR team may yell "Stop" or give one whistle blast during a technical rescue
incident if that person notices a safety violation. Lack of safety during a rescue becomes an
emergency in its own right. It is the responsibility of each team member to be constantly on
guard against unsafe situations. Catastrophic failures during a rescue can most often be traced
back to the cumulative effect of several smaller problems or oversights.
9. Explain "Safety Margin" as applied to Technical Rescue. (pg. 262)
Safety Margin refers to the capacity of a rescue system to safely handle forces significantly
greater than those which are planned be applied to the system. With regard to ropes, it is the
ratio between the working load and the tensile strength of the rope. For instance, maintaining
the typical 10:1 Safety Margin with a 600-pound load requires that the system be constructed so
that it can support a dynamic force of 6000 pounds. Our 7/16" static ropes have a tensile
strength of just over 7600 pounds. Knots in the rope will reduce the tensile strength from 2535%. The safety margin is a buffer against disaster if things do not go as planned.
10. Demonstrate the ability to tie the following knots and hitches in a useful application and explain
their usage:
A. Figure 8 on a bight: Used for creating a loop that can be clipped into an object, such as a
carabiner. Group: End Loop/Anchor.
B. Bowline: A versatile knot that can be used for tying anchors or a fixed loop in the end of a
rope. The bowline should always be backed up with a safety knot and have the tail inside the
loop. Group: End Loop/Anchor or Harness.
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C. Figure 8 Follow Through: Used when the bight of any Figure 8 loop needs to be tied around
an object rather than just clipped into it. The Figure 8 Follow Through must always be backed up
with a safety knot. Group: End Loop/Anchor or Harness
D. Butterfly Knot: A very versatile mid-line loop. Group: Mid-line Loop.
E. Figure 8 Bend: Used to join the ends of two ropes that will be under load. The Figure 8 Bend
also requires a backup knot. Group: Bend.
F. Double Fisherman's or Grapevine Bend: Used to join two lengths of rope or to tie a length of
rope or cord into a loop, such as a prusik loop. Group: Bend.
G. Prusik Hitch: The prusik hitch is most-often used as a friction rope grab in belay and haul
systems. It can be either 2-wrap or 3-wrap depending on the type of load and application.
H. Munter Hitch: Used most commonly as a belay for equipment or a single person load.
I. Clove Hitch: An adjustable mid-line hitch that can be dropped onto or over an object.
J. Water knot: Used for tying webbing together or tying loops in webbing. The knot should
have long tails.
K. Single Grapevine (Half a Grapevine): Used as a safety or backup knot. Tails should be at
least 1.5 inches after the knot is tied. Group: Safety Knot.
L. Tensionless Anchor (High-Strength Tie-Off): An efficient method of attaching a line to an
anchor point which provides for most of the original rope strength to be preserved.
And Skill-based
11. Describe the difference between a single person load and a rescue load.
A single person load is one person and associated gear. A rescue load (generally considered to
be 600 pounds) consists of the rescue subject, rescuer, litter and all associated gear. Every piece
of gear used in a rescue system is rated to support a specific weight or force. Hardware usually
has that rating stamped on it. Equipment must be selected and the system designed based on
the expected load and any forces that might be generated.
12. Explain the difference between a kilogram and a kilonewton (kN).
A kilogram is a unit of mass equal to a weight of about 2.2 pounds. A kilonewton is a
measurement of force equal to roughly 225 pounds. Whereas weight is simply gravity acting on
a stationary object, force also involves acceleration (as in a falling object). Mathematically,
Force = Mass x Acceleration.

To certify at the Intermediate Level, a member shall:
1. Identify each piece of gear in the Technical Rescue trailer.
Skill-based
2. Identify each piece of gear in the Technical Rescue Packs on the UTVs.
Skill-based
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3. Demonstrate how to tie a rope to a litter for a low angle belay.
Skill-based
4. Rig a rappel rope to a single-point anchor and estimate the system's strength.
Skill-based
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Winter Operations
To certify at the Basic Level, a member shall:
1. Identify the responsibilities of GCSAR when the Winter Rescue Team is activated.
A. Respond to the EOC and make sure members of the winter team have access to their gear.
B. GCSAR members may be asked to help telephone members of the Winter Rescue Team to
advise them of an incident.
C. Set up, operate, and maintain a base camp for the WRT.
D. Assist in transporting gear and personnel to the base camp, and from the base camp to the
accident site or nearby.
E. Establish and/or operate communication relays.
2. Identify and explain the 3 sides of the Avalanche Triangle.
1. Weather: Snowfall amount, snowfall rate, temperature, wind speed, and wind direction are
all factors that affect the potential for an avalanche.
2. Snowpack: As snow accumulates, it settles in layers. Snowpack is the term that describes how
snow accumulates, settles, and bonds between layers. Factors such as snow density,
temperature, wind, ground vapor, snow depth, and snow structure can all affect the stability of
the snowpack.
3. Terrain: Terrain is a key factor to consider when deciding whether or not you are at risk of
encountering an avalanche. Most avalanches occur on slope angles between 30 and 45 degrees.
Specific terrain features (aspect, profile, ground cover) may also make a slope more prone to
avalanche than its steepness alone.
3. Identify "human factors" that lead people to travel in avalanche terrain when they should not.
One acronym developed to assist in recognizing the human factors is FACETS.
A. Familiarity: In avalanche terrain, the effect of prior experience can lead people to take
chances they might not take in unfamiliar territory.
B. Acceptance: The desire to be noticed and accepted has a powerful influence on human
behavior. Studies have shown that mixed gender groups exposed themselves to higher risk than
all-male groups.
C. Commitment/Consistency: Individuals and groups committed to a goal make riskier decisions
than parties just out for a day of fun.
D. Expert Halo: Groups often contain a de facto leader that less-experienced people will follow
because the "expert" is supposedly knowledgeable.
E. Time/Tracks/Scarcity: People often take more risks when racing a closing window of
opportunity.
F. Social Facilitation: Group psychology can sometimes lead people to ignore objective cues of
avalanche danger or not communicate a perceived hazard.
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4. Identify safe travel practices in avalanche terrain.
A. Follow terrain features that are least likely to avalanche. Travel on ridge areas, slightly on
the windward side away from cornices. Densely treed slopes are safer than open slopes.
Windward slopes are generally safer than leeward slopes. In the LaSals, south facing slopes are
generally safer than north facing slopes.
B. Avoid traversing under avalanche slopes or in avalanche runout zones. Even if you are on a
low-angle slope, you are connected via the snowpack to steeper slopes above and below.
C. Traverse slopes as high as possible so as to have as little snow as possible to bury you.
D. When traversing slopes, travel one at a time from safe zone to safe zone. There are two
reasons for this. One is to avoid having more than one person caught in an avalanche. The other
is to minimize the load on the slope. Plan your escape route.
E. Watch for terrain traps where a small slide could leave a deep debris pile.
F. Wear and know how to use an avalanche transceiver.
G. Carry probes and shovels.
5. Identify two causes of a slab avalanche.
1. Human: People, machinery and gear can cause a slab to settle and move.
2. Natural: Natural changes in the snowpack can cause a slab to become unstable. These
changes could be brought about by gravity, precipitation, temperature changes, weakening of
snowpack layers, etc.
6. Identify slope angles which are prone to avalanche.
Most avalanche activity is on slopes between 30 and 45 degrees. Avalanches can occur on slopes
from about 20 to 60 degrees. Snow usually sluffs off steeper slopes and does not build up to
levels that could avalanche.
7. Identify red flags or danger signs in avalanche terrain.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Recent avalanche activity.
Signs of previous avalanche activity (damaged trees, no large or mature trees, etc.)
Heavy snowfall, rain or sustained winds in the previous 24 hours.
Sounds or cracks in the snowpack (settling sounds, hollow sounds, running cracks, etc.)
Rapidly rising temperatures.

8. Demonstrate use of an avalanche beacon.
Skill-based
9. Demonstrate how to work as a member of a probe line.
Skill-based
10. Demonstrate efficient and safe team shoveling techniques.
Skill-based
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11. Identify the signs, symptoms, and treatment of hypothermia and frostbite.
See 7F and 7G in First Aid and Patient Care.
12. Explain procedures for warming a hypothermic patient.
See 7G in First Aid and Patient Care
13. Identify equipment that needs to be on a snowmobile to aid in getting it unstuck.
A. Shovel
B. Tow/Tug strap (snowbunje?)
C. Snowshoes
14. Identify the symptoms of cold stress and the effect on the rescuer.
When a SAR worker is uncomfortably stressed by environmental conditions, several symptoms
can appear. Common symptoms of cold stress include a desire to rush the job, poor judgment,
irrational or confused behavior, fatigue, drowsiness, or loss of coordination. Headaches and
slurred speech can also be symptoms. Methods of managing cold stress include wearing
seasonally appropriate clothing, taking breaks to maintain normal body temperature, and
staying hydrated. Failure to recognize and treat cold stress can jeopardize the mission and even
lead to more serious health issues.
15. Identify the two main factors that determine the strength of ice.
1. Ice Thickness: Ice less than 4 inches thick should be considered unsafe for travel. Ice thickness
is seldom consistent. It may be flat on the top but not on the bottom. Never assume that ice is
safe, regardless of its thickness.
2. Ice Type: Clear ice is the strongest. If it is honeycombed with air bubbles or has a milky
appearance, the ice is weaker.
16. Identify initial safety procedures at a surface ice rescue.
A. Keep bystanders away from the ice.
B. Anyone in the hot or warm zone must wear proper PPE.
C. Check ice strength.
17. Explain the following steps as they relate to ice rescue:
A. Teach
B. Reach
C. Throw
D. Row
E. Go
F. No Go
A. Teach: Talk to the subject to try and get him or her to self-rescue or move to a more secure
position. Encourage the victim to keep trying to stay afloat. Let the victim know you are trying
to help. If possible, tell the victim to use slow movements, keep his or her face near the ice,
stretch their arms forward onto the ice and kick as hard as possible to get back onto the ice.
Once out, have the victim roll away from the hole.
B. Reach: Try to reach the victim from the shore by extending something toward the subject,
such as a ladder, pole, branch, etc.
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C. Throw: Throw some type of flotation device or rope to the subject.
D. Row: Use an appropriate boat to rescue the subject. If the ice breaks, you will be floating
instead of swimming.
E. Go: This involves actually going onto the ice and trying to contact the subject. This should
only be attempted if other less risky options have failed or are not possible.
F. No Go: If other options are not possible or too dangerous, the option of not attempting the
rescue should be considered, at least until additional resources arrive.
18. Explain techniques used for shore-based and on-ice rescues.
In any ice rescue, draw a profile map that will allow you to pinpoint the victim's location if the
victim goes under the water.
A. Shore-based techniques involve either talking to the subject, throwing something to them
(rope, PFD, garden hose, ice awls, screwdrivers, etc.), or trying to reach them with something
from the shore (ski, pole, tree branch, ladder, inflated fire hose, etc.). Rescue personnel must be
aware that the victim may not be able to grab onto anything extended or thrown to him.
Instead, the victim should be instructed to twist or wrap himself with the line before the rescue
attempt is made. If shore-based rescuers attempt to extend something to the victim, that device
may have to snag or loop over the victim since the victim may not be able to grab onto the
device. Once the victim is back up on the ice, instruct them to stay lying down and roll away
from the hole.
B. On-ice rescues require that the rescuer's body or equipment weight be spread out over as
large a surface area as possible. Lying down and rolling accomplishes this. Equipment such as
ladders, inflatable kayaks, small catarafts, backboards, etc., will also distribute a rescuer's
weight. If such equipment is not available, a crawling or prone movement will also help
distribute the weight of the rescuer. Try to secure the subject with some type of buoyancy under
the arms before an attempt is made at extrication.
19. Explain self-rescue techniques for ice incidents.
If you find yourself in the water, do not grab at the ice to try and get back up. Use slow
movements. Do not panic. Keep your face near the ice. Stretch your arms forward up onto the
ice and kick hard. Use anything you have (ice awls, screwdriver, knife) to grip the ice and allow
you to pull yourself out. One technique is to allow your sleeves to freeze to the ice, then attempt
to pull yourself out. Once back on the ice, roll away from the hole.
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Appendix A

GCSAR Official Ready Pack List
(As of March, 2009)

Seasonal insulating and shell clothing
Gloves (warm and/or work)
Extra Socks

Helmet
Safety Goggles

Trail Food
Sunscreen/Lip Balm
Tissue Paper or equivalent

Headlamp and Spare Batteries
2nd Light Source (flashlight?)/batteries
6-light sticks
Fire-Start Kit
Knife/Multitool
2 Locking Carabiners
2-Prusik Slings
Tubular webbing (15-20 feet)
SAR-supplied rope or cord
Plastic Locking Zip-ties
4-Various Plastic Bags

Pain Reliever
Antiseptic Cleansing Pads
Antiseptic Ointment
Band-Aids (various sizes)
Cotton Swabs
Moleskin
Roller Gauze Bandage
CPR Mask

Clothing

Bandanna
Cap or warm headgear

Safety

Ear Protection
Latex Gloves

Personal

Water (adequate or more than adequate)
Insect Repellent
Space Blankie or Bivy Sack

Tools

GPS and Spare Batteries
Compass
Map Packet
Paper and Pen/Pencil
Measuring Device (18-inch minimum)
Flagging Tape
Whistle
Signal Mirror
Tracking Stick
Watch or other timepiece

First Aid

Large Safety Pins
Splinter Forceps or Tweezers
Clean Towelette
Hand Sanitizer
Scissors
Large Leaf Bag
Duct Tape (5-10 feet)
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Appendix B
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Appendix C

Common Topographic Map Symbols
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Appendix D

From NFPA 1670, 2009 Edition
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